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1T2 – FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING 

UNIT Q.No. Question Marks 

I  ACCOUNTING CONCEPTS  

 1 What do you mean by financial accounting? 4 

 2 What are the importance & limitations of financial accounting? 4 

 3 Explain the principles of accounting. 8 

 4 Explain the nature & scope of financial accounting. 8 

 5 Explain GAAP along with its features & needs. 8 

 6 What is double entry book keeping system? 8 

 7 Explain financial reporting. 8 

 8 Explain the types & users of financial reporting. 8 

 9 What are the functions of financial reporting? 8 

 10 What are the limitations of financial reporting? 8 

 11 Explain the advantages & disadvantages of financial reporting. 8 

II  PREPARATION OF FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS OF SOLE 

TRADERS 

 

 1 Explain the provisions of final accounts of companies. 4 

 2 Explain the meaning of trading account of the company. 4 

 3 Explain the importance of trading account of the company. 8 

 4 What is the proforma of trading accounts? 8 

 5 Draw the proforma of profit & loss appropriation account. 8 

 6 Discuss the contents of profit & loss accounts as per part II of schedule VI. 8 

 7 Draw the T form of balance sheet. 8 

 8 Draw the balance sheet proforma as per part I of schedule VI. 8 

III  VALUATION OF GOODWILL  

 3 Explain the meaning of Goodwill. 8 

 4 What are the objectives of  goodwill? 8 

 5 Explain the need for valuation of goodwill? 8 

 6 Explain the features of goodwill? 8 

 7 What are the factors affecting valuation of goodwill? 8 

 8 Explain the tools & techniques of valuation of goodwill. 8 

 9 What is Super profit? 8 

 10 Explain the steps of valuation of goodwill under super profit method 8 

 11 Explain the capitalisation Method & annuity method of valuation of 

goodwill. 

8 

IV  CONSIGNMENT ACCOUNTS  

 1 Explain meaning of consignment. 4 

 2 Explain the need for consignment?  4 

 3 Discuss the benefits & limitations of consignment. 8 

 4 Discuss the formalities in consignment 8 

 5 What do you mean Del-creder agent? 8 
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 6 Distinguish between a consignment & Sale. 8 

 7 Explain the Performa invoice in consignment. 8 

 8 Elaborate the accounting procedure of consignment? 8 

 9 Explain the different valuation of consignment stock. 8 

 10 What is account sales? 8 

 

1T3- FUNDAMENTAL OF COMPUTER  

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. Write down the advantages and disadvantages of 2nd generation computer.  

2. Write down any four merits of 3rd generation computer.  

3. What are the various components used in 4th generation computer.  

4. Differentiate analog and digital computer.  

5. Differentiate general-purpose computer and special purpose computer.  

6. What is microcomputer?  

7. What is hand held computer?  

8. Draw the block diagram of computer system.  

9. Write a note on arithmetic unit.  

10. Define bus.  

11. What do you mean by instruction set?  

12. Write a note on random access memory.  

13. What do you mean by read only memory?  

14. Write a note on PROM.  

15. What do you mean by read only optical disk?  

16. Give any four advantages of solid-state storage device.  

17. Give any four disadvantages of solid-state storage device.  

18. Write a note on static RAM.  

19. Define the term bit, nibble, byte and word.  

20. What do you mean by volatile memory?  

21. Define non-volatile memory.  

22. Define machine cycle.  

23. Define device controller.  

24. What do you mean by logical unit?  

25. Write down the four different operation of CPU.  

 

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – II 

 

1. What are pointing devices? List the different types various pointing device.  

2. Write a note on Trackball.  

3. What is meant by input device? List the different categories of input devices.  
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4. State the importance of input devices in a computer system.  

5. What do you mean by scanning devices? List the various scanning devices based on their 

characteristics.  

6. What do you mean by Flatbed scanners?  

7. What is meant by Optical Recognition? List the different categories of Optical Recognition 

devices.  

8. Define Digital Camera. Write down the features of digital camera.  

9. What are media input device?  

10. What is microphone? Write down its uses and its applications.  

11. What is an output device? Why it is a vital part of computer Hardware?  

12. Define output device. List the various output devices used with computer system.  

13. Define display monitor.  

14. What do you mean by printers? Define Impact printer.  

15. Differentiate between Impact printers and Non-Impact Printers.  

16. What are Special Purpose Printers? List the various Special Purpose Printers.  

17. Distinguish between Printer and Plotter.  

18. Define Terminal. Write down the different types of terminal.  

19. What do you mean by speech synthesis?  

20. State some applications where dumb terminals may be used.  

21. Draw the Well-labeled diagram to show the internal components of CRT.  

22. What is BCD System?  

 

 

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. Define computer Program and Programming Language.  

2. What do you mean by Software. Draw a well labeled diagram of Layers of Software.  

3. What do you mean by System Management Program?  

4. What is Operating System? Draw the figure of Hardware – Operating System – User interface.  

5. What is the purpose of Translator Program?  

6. What do you mean by Standard application programs? List the few popular standard application 

programs.  

7. What do you mean by Disk defragmenter?  

8. What do you mean by System profiler?  

9. What is debugger?  

10. Differentiate between source code and object code.  

11. What do you mean by language translator?  

12. What do you mean by Digital audio editor and graphics editor?  

13. What do you mean by Structure chart and Modular programming?  

14. Write down the two important advantages Fifth generation programming languages.  

15. Write a Note on Artificial Intelligence Languages.  

16. Write a Note on very High Level Languages.  
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17. Write a Note on High Level Languages.  

18. Write a Note on Assembly Languages.  

19. Write a Note on Machine Languages.  

20. Define Modulation and Demodulation  

21. Write down the five basic elements of data communication.  

22. Write a note on LAN.  

23. Write a note on WAN.  

24. Write a note on MAN.  

25. Write down any two advantages and disadvantages of Hierarchical Topology.  

 

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – IV 

 

1. What are the different roles performed by Operating System?  

2. What do you mean by Process Creation and Process Termination?  

3. What do you mean by normal termination and abnormal termination of process?  

4. What do you mean by Preemptive Scheduling and Non-Preemptive Scheduling?  

5. What is Segmentation? Draw the well labeled figure.  

6. Define FAT and NTFS.  

7. Write down the advantages and disadvantages of Multitasking operating system.  

8. Write down the advantages and disadvantages of Batch Processing operating system.  

9. Write down the advantages and disadvantages of Real-time operating system.  

10. Write down the advantages and disadvantages of Multi-user operating system.  

11. Write down the advantages and disadvantages of Multiprocessor operating system.  

12. Write down the advantages and disadvantages of embedded operating system.  

13. What is UI? List the different types of UI  

14. Write down the advantages of GUI-based operating system.  

15. Write a note on MS-DOS operating System.  

16. List the various application packages support by Microsoft Office.  

17. What are the basic operations performed on presentation?  

18. How can a new slide be added to a presentation in MS PowerPoint?  

19. What do you mean by MS-Excel?  

20. What is the difference between Creating and Designing a new presentation in MS PowerPoint?  

21. What do you mean by MS Publisher?  

22. What are the different ways for starting MS Publisher?  

23. List the different items available on the menu bar of MS Publisher.  

24. List the different ways for creating the publications.  

25. Write down the procedure to create a table in Publication.  
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Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. Write a short note on main memory unit.  

2. Write a short note on registers.  

3. Write a short note on execution cycle of a machine.  

4. List with examples three important application areas of computers.  

5. Draw a well-labeled block diagram of microcomputer.  

6. What are the different types of computers designed for different purposes?  

7. Write a note on super computer.  

8. Write a short note on mainframe computer.  

9. Write a note on hybrid computer.  

10. Differentiate between data bus and address bus.  

11. Draw the well-labeled diagram of machine cycle perform by CPU of computer system.  

12. Differentiate between RISC and CISC.  

13. Differentiate primary memory and secondary memory.  

14. Write a short note on synchronize DRAM.  

15. Differentiate volatile memory and non-volatile memory.  

16. Write a short note on flash RAM.  

17. Differentiate between magnetic tape and magnetic disk.  

18. Differentiate between RAM and ROM.  

19. Write a short note asynchronous SRAM.  

20. Differentiate between hardware and software of a computer.  

21. Differentiate static RAM and dynamic RAM.  

22. Draw the well-labeled diagram of architecture magneto optical disk.  

23. Write down the major advantages and disadvantages of magnetic disk.  

24. Write down the major advantages and disadvantages of magnetic tape.  

25. Write a short note on central processing unit.  

 

 

Part - B (Each question carries Threemarks) 

UNIT – II 

1. Write down the basic functioning of mechanical and optical mouse with the help of diagram.  

2. How does the Light Pens help in inputting data into a computer system?  

3. Write a short note on Joystick.  

4. Differentiate between Hand-held scanner and flatbed scanner  

5. Write a short note on Drum Scanner.  

6. Write down the basic functions of Slid Scanners.  

7. Differentiate between OMR and OCR  

8. How are OMR devices used for recognizing the characters in the document to be scanned?  

9. How does Bar Code Reader help in recognizing the characters on the labels?  

10. What do you mean by voice recognition system?  

11. What are data acquisition sensors.? 
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12. Write a short note on Webcam.  

13. What do you understand by positional number system and why is it called a positional system?  

14. Explain the different technical terms associated with the binary system.  

15. Write a note on Binary System  

16. Write a note on Decimal System.  

17. Differentiate between 4-bit BCD System and 8—bit BCD System.  

18. Write down the procedure with example to convert the Octal Number into its equivalent 

hexadecimal number.  

19. Write down the procedure with example to convert the Decimal Number into its equivalent Octal 

number  

20. Write down the procedure with example to convert the Decimal Number into its equivalent 

hexadecimal number.  

21. Write down the procedure with example to convert the Decimal Number into its equivalent 

Binary number.  

22. Write down the procedure with example to convert the Octal Number into its equivalent Decimal 

number.  

23. Write down the procedure with example to convert the Hexadecimal Number into its equivalent 

Decimal number.  

24. Write down the procedure with example to convert the Binary Number into its equivalent 

Decimal number.  

25. Write down the procedure with example to convert the Decimal Number into its equivalent 8421 

BCD Code.  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Threemarks)  

UNIT – III 

1. Differentiate between System Software and Application Software.  

2. What do you mean by Software? Draw a well labeled diagram of Software Layers.  

3. What do you mean by System Management Program? Draw the Well labeled diagram of System 

Management program.  

4. Write down the difference between machine – level debugger and symbolic debugger.  

5. What is editor? Write down different categories of editor.  

6. What is Database Management System? Give its advantages.  

7. Write a note on Desktop Publishing System.  

8. What do you mean by Unique Application Program? Give some example of Unique application 

programs.  

9. Differentiate between a compiler, an interpreter and assembler.  

10. What is Hierarchy Chart? Draw the figure of hierarchy char for Pay-Roll Problem.  

11. Write down in short the history of Programming Language.  

12. Write down any three advantages and disadvantages of First generation programming languages.  

13. Write down any three advantages and disadvantages of Second generation programming 

languages.  

14. Write down any three advantages and disadvantages of Third generation programming languages.  

15. Write down any three advantages and disadvantages of Fourth generation programming 

languages.  
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16. Write a short Note on FORTRAN Programming Language.  

17. Write a short Note on LISP Programming Language.  

18. Write a short Note on COBOL Programming Language.  

19. Write a short Note on BASIC Programming Language.  

20. Write a short Note on PASCAL Programming Language.  

21. Write a short note on Intranet.  

22. Write a short note on VAN.  

23. Define Network topology. List the various types of Network Topologies.  

24. Define Modem, Source Terminal and Destination Terminal.  

25. Define the term – i. Hacking ii. Router iii. Usenet iv. Optical Fiber  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Threemarks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. What do you mean by process management?  

2. What do you mean by scheduler? Write down the different types of scheduler.  

3. Write a note on Semaphore.  

4. What do you mean by deadlock? Give the reason why deadlock situation occurs.  

5. What are the different methods through which the deadlock conditions can be avoided?  

6. What is memory management? Write down the activities performed by memory management.  

7. What do you mean by Swapping? Draw a well labeled diagram of Swapping of pages.  

8. What is File attributes? List the various key files attributes.  

9. What is File Operations? List the various File operations.  

10. Write a short note on Graphical User Interface.  

11. Write a short note on Command Line Interface.  

12. Write down the significant features of UNIX operating System.  

13. Explain the following External DOS Commands with Syntax and example –  

i) ATTRIB ii) CHKDSK iii) TREE  

14. Explain the following External DOS Commands with Syntax and example -  

i) COMP ii) DELTREE iii) EDIT  

15. Explain the following Batch Commands with Syntax and example -  

i) ECHO ii)%DIGIT iii) CALL  

16. What is the Basic use of MS-Word? Explain with the help of example.  

17. Define the following terms pertaining to MS-PowerPoint -  

i. Slide pane ii. Task Pane  

18. Define the following terms pertaining to MS-PowerPoint -  

i. Status Bar ii. Notes Pane  

19. What is the function of slide Design option in MS PowerPoint?  

20. How can a new slide be added to a presentation in MS PowerPoint?  

21. What is the function of slide design option in MS PowerPoint?  

22. What are the different ways of starting MS-Excel from computer system?  

23. Write down the procedure to create the blank publications.  
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Part - C (Each question carries Fivemarks)  

UNIT – I 

1. List the different types of computers classified based on size and capability. Explain any two.  

2. What are the different criteria used for storage evaluation. Explain in short.  

3. What are solid-state storage devices? Explain the structure of SSD.  

4. How optical storage systems do differs from magnetic storage system? Give some examples of 

optical storage system.  

5. Explain the principles used in recording data in magneto optical system.  

6. Explain in short optical storage system with some examples.  

7. Write down the significant properties of optical storage devices with its advantages and 

disadvantages.  

8. Explain in short magnetic disk.  

9. Explain in short magnetic tapes.  

10. Write a short note on memory representation.  

11. Discuss in brief the categories of memory.  

12. What do you understand by RISC? List the advantages of RISC processor.  

13. What do you understand by CISC? List the advantages and disadvantages of CISC.  

14. Draw the well-labeled diagram of data and address buses.  

15. What are the differences between instruction cycle and execution cycle?  

16. Write a short note on instruction cycle.  

17. Write a short note on execution cycle.  

18. Draw the well-labeled diagram of machine cycle and explain in short.  

19. What is the difference between memory read and memory write operation?  

20. List the different steps involved in memory read and memory write operation.  

21. What do you understand by internal communication? List the major categories of internal 

communication.  

22. List the different types of CPU registers. Explain in short.  

23. Explain the concept of cache memory with diagram.  

24. What do you understand by CPU cycle? What are the main operations accomplish using the CPU 

cycle?  

25. Explain in short the sub system of computer system.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Fivemarks)  

UNIT – II 

1. Explain all categories of keys found on a typical keyboard with the help of diagram.  

2. What is touchscreen? Explain the different types of technologies used in touchscreen.  

3. What are scanning devices? Explain the basic characteristics of these devices.  

4. What are the basic components of the OCR devices? Explain each components briefly.  

5. Explain briefly the basic function of an MICR device.  

6. What are the two different types of methods used to identify the voice with the help of Voice 

Recognition System.? Explain in short.  

7. What are graphical tablet? Explain its working.  

8. Differentiate between CRT Monitors and LCD Monitors.  
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9. Explain the function of TFT monitors.  

10. Differentiate between Dot Matrix Printer and Daisy Wheel Printers.  

11. Explain the working of Drum Printer in short.  

12. Differentiate between In-Jet printer and Laser Printer.  

13. What is Projector? Why is it needed? What are the different types of Projectors. 

14. Explain the term Voice Response System and list the different types of Voice Response system.  

15. Differentiate between Octal System and Hexadecimal System.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Fivemarks)  

UNIT – III 

1. Explain the major functions of Operating System.  

2. Explain the application of system development program.  

3. What is Utility Program? Discuss the different task perform by utility programs with operating 

system.  

4. What do you mean by Programming Software? Write down the different task involve in 

developing and executing a program.  

5. What is linker? Explain the working of linker with diagram.  

6. Discuss the various components of DBMS.  

7. What is algorithm? Illustrate with suitable example.  

8. What is Pseudo-code? Illustrate with suitable example.  

9. Write a short note on Sequence Structure with diagram.  

10. What is Selection Structure? Give the different types of conditional statements used in selection 

structure with diagram.  

11. What is Repetition Structure? Give the different types of statements used in Repetition structure 

with diagram.  

12. Explain the evolution of Programming language in tabular form with the period of employment 

and its characteristics.  

13. What are the Characteristics of Good Programming Languages? Give any ten.  

14. Discuss the different categories of High-Level Programming Languages based on Applications.  

15. Discuss the different categories of High-Level Programming Languages based on Design 

Paradigm.  

16. Discuss the various factors affecting the choice of a Language.  

17. What do you mean by PPN? Give its advantages and disadvantages.  

18. What do you mean by CSN? Give its advantages and disadvantages.  

19. Write a note on linear Bus topology.  

20. Write a note on Star topology.  

21. Write a note on Ring topology.  

22. Write a note on Mesh topology.  

23. Write a note on Hierarchical topology.  

24. Write a note on hybrid topology.  

25. What do you mean by Data Communication using Modem? Explain by drawing Well labeled 

diagram of Data Communication through Modem.  
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Part - C (Each question carries Fivemarks)  

UNIT – IV 
 

1. What is Operating System? Explain briefly with the help of examples.  

2. What do you mean by Process Operations? Explain in brief.  

3. What are the different types of key scheduling algorithms? Explain in brief.  

4. What is Inter-process Communication? Explain the two methods used for Inter-process 

Communication.  

5. Write a short note on paging.  

6. What do you mean by External Security of an operating System? Explain in brief.  

7. What do you mean by Internal Security of an operating System? Explain in brief.  

8. Write a short note on Batch Processing Operating System.  

9. Write a short note on Multi-user Operating System.  

10. Write a short note on Multitasking Operating System.  

11. Write a short note on Real-times Operating System.  

12. Write a short note on Embedded Operating System.  

13. Write a short note on Multiprocessor Operating System.  

14. Explain the structure of MS-DOS Operating System.  

15. Write down the significant features of any two Windows operating System.  

16. Explain the following DOS Commands with Syntax and example –  

i. DIR ii. COPY iii. TYPE iv. DEL v. MD  

17. What are the different methods of accessing MS Word?  

18. What is MS Access? How can we create database in MS Access?  

19. What do you mean by queries? How can we create Queries in MS Access?  

20. What are the different methods of accessing MS PowerPoint?  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Tenmarks) 

UNIT – I 

1. Explain in detail the different categories of instruction set.  

2. Explain the importance of bus in computer system. What are the different types of buses usually 

found in computer system?  

3. Explain the concept of processor to input/output devices communication.  

4. Discuss the role of interface unit in implementing the processor to input/output devices 

communication in computer system.  

5. Explain the importance of MAR and MBR in accomplishing processor to memory communication.  

6. Describe the various types of computers based on size and capability.  

7. Describe in detail the classification of computers.  

8. Explain the generations of computer.  

9. Explain in detail automated computing devices.  

10. Explain in detail manual computing device.  
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Part - C (Each question carries Tenmarks)  

UNIT – II 

 

1. Explain different types of digital cameras in detail.  

2. Explain briefly any five pointing devices with the help of diagram.  

3. What are media input devices? Explain any two media input devices briefly.  

4. What are the different types display monitors available in a market? Explain any two briefly.  

5. Discus in detail any two Impact Printers.  

6. What do you mean by Plotter? Explain in short Drum Plotter, Flat-Bed Plotter, Ink-Jet Plotter and 

Electrostatic Plotter.  

7. What are the different types of Positional Number System? Explain any two in detail with 

example.  

8. What is 8-Bit BCD Code? Explain any two types of 8-Bit BCD Code with suitable example.  

9. What is 4-Bit BCD Code? Explain the two most popular types of 4-Bit BCD Code with suitable 

example.  

10. Explain in detail the concept of 16-Bit Unicode. Why 16-Bit Unicode is most significant among 

all the computer code.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Tenmarks)  

UNIT – III 

 

1. What is device Drivers? Discuss the working of device driver with diagram.  

2. List the different types of System development tools. Explain any two tools in detail with figure.  

3. Write a short note on i. Inventory Management System ii. Pay-roll System  

4. Define Problem Solving. Discuss the major steps involved in Problem solving.  

5. Explain Flowchart with various symbols used in Flowchart. Illustrate with suitable example.  

6. What do you mean by Structuring the Logic? Discuss different categories of control Structure used 

for executing the statement.  

7. Discuss the various phases performed by user to solve a problem-using computer.  

8. Discuss in detail the History of Programming in Language  

9. Explain in detail the generations of Programming Languages.  

10. What is Internet? Discuss the different types of services provided by the Internet to users. Also, 

write down any three advantages and disadvantages of Internet.  

11. What do you mean by Network Media? Explain in short different types of Transmission media.  

12. Explain in detail Network Protocols and Network Software.  

13. Discuss the various applications of Network.  

14. What do you mean by Network topologies? Write down any two advantages and disadvantages 

of Bus Topology, Star Topology, Mesh Topology and Ring Topology.  

15. What do you mean by Computer Network? Explain in short any four computer networks based 

on Geographical area.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Tenmarks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. Discuss the History of Operating System in Detail.  

2. Explain in detail the various functions of operating system.  
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3. What is Process State? Discuss the different states of a process with diagram.  

4. What is Process Control Block? Discuss the structure of PCB in Brief with Diagram.  

5. What if File Management? Explain in detail the function of File Management performed by an 

operating System.  

6. Briefly explain the device management functions of an operating system. Also, describe the role of 

device drivers in device management.  

7. Briefly explain any three types of operating system.  

8. Explain in detail the core components of UNIX Operating System.  

9. Explain in detail, why Windows operating System is one of the most popular operating system?  

10. What are the basic operations performed on word documents? Explain all of them in detail.  

11. Explain in detail the method of creating tables in MS Access with design view.  

12. Explain the different operations possible on a worksheet in MS-Excel.  

 

 

 

1T4 – PROGRAMMING IN ‘C’ 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – I 

 

1. What is Identifier? Write rules for writing identifier name.  

2. What is Keyword? List any four keywords?  

3. What is constant?  

4. How variables are declared in C? Give an example.  

5. Write down the syntax and example of scanf() function.  

6. Write down the syntax and example of printf() function.  

7. List Relational operators in C.  

8. What is variable?  

9. What is meant by compound statement?  

10. Differentiate ' =' and '==„operators in C.  

11. What is increment and decrement operator in C?  

12. Differentiate printf( ) and puts( ).  

13. What do you mean by type conversion?  

14. What is the purpose of break statement?  

15. Write down format specifier and size for int, float and char data type.  

16. What is sizeof operator? Give an example.  

17. What is symbolic constant?  

18. What is loop?  

19. Differentiate pre increment and post increment operator?  

20. What is the purpose of '\n‟,'\t', '\b' and '\a' in C?  

21. Describe the purpose of any four conversion characters commonly used in printf()?  
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22. List the name of decision making statements in C?  

23. What is meant by unconditional jump? Give an example?  

24. What is unary operator? Give an example.  

25. What is modulo operator? How does it work in C?  

 

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks) 

UNIT – II 

1. List the type of function.  

2. What is the use of 'return' statement in C?  

3. What is meant by scope of variable?  

4. What is 'void' data type? Give an example.  

5. Describe the two ways of passing parameters to function.  

6. What is meant by calling and called function.  

7. Define 'nested function'.  

8. What is user define function?  

9. What is actual parameter?  

10. What is formal parameter?  

11. What is an array?  

12. List different types of array.  

13. What is multidimensional array?  

14. What is recursion?  

15. What is local variable? Give an example.  

16. What is global variable? Give an example.  

17. How we can declare a function in C.  

18. How 'auto' storage class is differ from 'register' storage class.  

19. List the various types of storage classes in C.  

20. What are storage variables in C?  

21. Why do you need "static" keyword in an array declaration?  

22. What is meant by subscripted variable?  

23. What do you mean by array indexing?  

24. What is meant by passing an array?  

25. State the limitation of an array.  

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks) 

UNIT – III 

 

1. What are the different uses of pointer?  

2. What is the use of address operator in pointer?  

3. What is NULL pointer?  

4. What do you mean by pointer variable?  

5. How to declare a pointer variable?  

6. What is indirection operator?  
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7. What is pointer operator?  

8. How many different operations we can perform using pointer arithmetic?  

9. State the arithmetic operations that cannot be performed on pointers.  

10. List any four commonly used header files.  

11. List any four string library functions.  

12. Define C pre-processor.  

13. Write down the rules for C pre-processor  

14. List any four pre-processor directives along with its purpose  

15. State any two mathematical functions in C with its use.  

16. What are predefined macros?  

17. List the pre-processor conditional commands.  

18. Define pointer to pointer  

19. What is the use of <math.h> file?  

20. What is the purpose of <string.h> file.  

21. What is difference between #include <file.h> and #include "file.h".  

22. What is meant by 'call by reference‟?  

23. Under what conditions two pointer variables are added?  

24. Under what conditions two pointer variables are subtracted?  

25. Under what conditions two pointer variables are compared?  

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks) 

UNIT – IV 

1. What is structure?  

2. What is meant by a member or a field of a structure?  

3. What is union?  

4. State the purpose of putw() and getw() file handling functions in C.  

5. How to declare the structure pointer.  

6. What is typedef data type?  

7. What is bit field?  

8. Describe the uses of bit fields.  

9. How many data items can be stored in a union at one time?  

10. Can the return statement be used with in a calling function of a structure?  

11. State ftell( ) and rewind() functions .  

12. State the use of dot operator and arrow operator in C.  

13. State fscanf() function.  

14. What is file buffer?  

15. What is data file? List different types of data files.  

16. Write functions for opening and closing a file in C?  

17. What is meant by template of a structure?  

18. List any two character input/output functions in file handling.  

19. List any four low level file handling functions in C.  

20. List any four random file processing functions in C.  
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21. State the purpose of fflush () in file handling.  

22. List the file accessing modes in opening of low level file.  

23. Write purpose of read() and write() function.  

24. State any two input output string functions used in file handling.  

25. Explain fgets() function in C.  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. Write down the features of C Language.  

2. Explain the structure of 'C' Program.  

3. What is constant? Explain different types of constant in C.  

4. What is the difference between #define and constant in C?  

5. What are the different types of statements used in C?  

6. What is variable? Write down rules to define variable name.  

7. What is conditional operator in C? Give is syntax and example.  

8. What is mixed mode mathematical operation in C. State with suitable example.  

9. What is ternary operator in C? Explain with an example.  

10. What is escape sequence character constant?  

11. What is assignment operator?  

12. Explain if....else statement with its syntax?  

13. Explain nested if statement with suitable example.  

14. What is logical operator? State its necessity.  

15. Differentiate getch() and getchar( )  

16. What is the scanf( ) function and how does it differ from the getchar( ) function?  

17. Differentiate entry control loop and exit control loop.  

18. Write a program to find factorial of an inputted number?  

19. Write a program in C to swap value of two variables.  

20. What is meant by sequence, selection and iteration process?  

21. Write down the compilation process of C program.  

22. What is printf() function and compare with putchar() function?  

23. What is gets() function? Give an example.  

24. What is puts() function? Give an example.  

25. Explain three parts of for loop 

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks) 

UNIT – III 

1. Define Pointer? State its advantages?  

2. Difference between arrays and pointers?  

3. What does it mean when a pointer is used in an if statement?  

4. When would you use a pointer to a function?  

5. What are the disadvantages of using pointers?  

6. How is pointer variable different from ordinary variable?  

7. What are the scope rules of a pointer variable?  
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8. What is the use of an indirection operator?  

9. What is the relationship between a pointer and an array?  

10. What is pointer to pointer? Give an example.  

11. How can an indirection operator be used to access a multidimensional array?  

12. How can a portion of an array be used to a function?  

13. How can a one dimensional array of pointers be used to represent a collection of strings?  

14. What are the advantages of declaring pointer variable in a function declaration?  

15. What is the difference between the array of pointers and pointer to the array?  

16. What is the role of preprocessor in a C program?  

17. Explain the need for #define preprocessor directive in a C program.  

18. Explain the usage of #include directive in a C program.  

19. What is meant by macro operator? Give an example.  

20. Differentiate between functions and macros.  

21. Distinguish between #include and #define.  

22. Explain the usage of #undef directive in a C program.  

23. What is the purpose of #error directive in a C program?  

24. What is macro and how is it different from a preprocessor?  

25. List any three string library functions with example.  
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QUESTION BANK 

CLASS- BCCA-II SEM 

 

2T2 – PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 

UNIT – I Each Question carry 8 Marks 

1. What are the functions of Management in Business/Organization?  

2. Explain the feature of Classical Approaches to management.  

3. Explain the feature of Neo-Classical Approaches to management.  

4. Explain the feature of Modern Approaches to management.  

5. Differentiate between Management and Administration.  

6. How you shall make Planning effective?  

7. Explain the nature and scope of Planning, State the Component of Planning.  

8. Sate note on “Environment of Decision Making”.  

9. State the Characteristics and Process of decision making.  

10. Discuss the objectives and process of decision making.  

11. Management is always a decision making process. Explain and discuss the chief element of 

decisions.  

12. “Decision making is the primary task of the manager.” Discuss and explain the process of 

scientific decision making.  

13. Explain the concept of Bounded rationality. What is its relevance in decision making?  

14. Define Decision making. Explain the need for and factors involved in decision making.  

15. Why execution and follow-up steps are include in the process of Decision making?  

 

UNIT – II Each Question carry 8 Marks 
 

1. Discuss the issues in the organizing process.  

2. Discuss the importance of formal and informal organization.  

3. What are the logical steps in designing an organization Structure?  

4. Explain committee organization. What are the merits and demerits of committee organization?  

5. Explain the structure of international organization in detail.  

6. “Co-ordination is the essence of management” explain this statement.  

7. “Co-ordination is needed at all levels of Management” Explain.  

8. Give the importance and Principal of co-ordination?  

9. What are elements/principals/requisites for good/excellence in co-ordination?  

10. “Co-ordination is a global operation” explain.  

11. Explain the needs and importance of manpower planning.  

12. What are the sources of recruitment?  

13. What are various external sources for recruitment?  

14. Explain the selection process of employee in organization.  

15. Discuss the various activities involve in manpower planning in India.  
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16. Discuss the emerging issues of staffing from global perspective.  

17. Discuss the challenges in staffing from a global perspective.  

 

UNIT – III Each Question carry 8 Marks 
 

1. How to design the training & development of program?  

2. Write the evaluation process of training & development.  

3. How executive Training Program Practice is done in India?  

4. What are the techniques of evaluation of training and development?  

5. Explain the practices of executive training program for:  

a. Mentoring  

b. Learning Organization  

c. Knowledge Management  

6. What are the methods of performance appraisal?  

7. What are the criteria for performance appraisal system?  

8. What are the standards of performance appraisal? Explain the frequency of appraisal.  

9. What is the role of performance management in Indian industries?  

10. What is the meaning of Compensation Benefits?  

11. Explain the role of Direction & Supervision?  

12. What is primary Compensation? Explain monetary and non monetary incentives.  

13. Discuss the wage packet of Indian Worker.  

14. Elaborate the meaning of Direction. Discuss its importance and techniques.  

15. Describe the types and importance of morale. Indicate the benefits of high morale and effect of 

low morale.  

16. State the methods for measuring morale of employee?  

17. What are the requirements of Effective Direction?  

18. What do you mean by Organizational Commitment? Explain the components of organizational 

Commitment?  

19. Elaborate the Front Line Supervision. Discuss the safety role of Front-Line Supervision.  

 

UNIT – IV Each Question carry 8 Marks 
 

1. Explain the merits and scope of written Communication.  

2. Point out the essentials of effective communication.  

3. Elaborate the elements of effective communication in Organization.  

4. What are the principles of effective communication?  

5. What are the barriers to communication in an organization? How can they be overcome?  

6. How can the manager make communication system effectives?  

7. Explain the channel of communications which are generally used in modern business organization.  

8. What do you mean by Leadership? Explain the types of Leadership.  

9. Describe the types & qualities of Leadership.  

10. Discuss the various factors determining the choice of leadership style.  

11. State the nature and characteristic of leadership?  
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12. Define Leadership. Mention the essential Qualities for leadership. What are the main Leadership 

Functions?  

13. “ALL managers are leaders, but all leaders are not Managers” Discuss.  

14. Describe the techniques of leadership and point out the personal qualities essential for one to be a 

good industrial leader.  

15. What do you mean by Control? Explain its need & Procedure.  

16. State the essentials of good control system.  

17. “Planning is looking ahead and control is looking back.” Explain.  

18. Is control necessary in an organization? If so why? What are the requirements of an ideal control 

system?  

19. Explain the concept of management of change. Discuss the process of planned change in 

organization.  

20. Why there is need for organizational change? Explain in detail the process of organizational 

change.  

21. Discuss the recent planned change in the Corporate Sector in India?  

 

 

 

2T3- PROGRAMMING IN C++  

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. What is Object Oriented Programming (OOP)?  

2. Define object.  

3. Define class.  

4. What is meant by identifiers?  

5. What are the keywords?  

6. What is a character constant? Give an example.  

7. What is a string constant? Give an example.  

8. What is an operator?  

9. What is meant by equality operator?  

10. What is meant by cast operator?  

11. How are the variables declared in C++?  

12. What is an expression?  

13. What is manipulator?  

14. What is an I/O stream flag?  

15. What is meant by the conditional expression?  

16. What is a nested if statement?  

17. What is looping in C++?  

18. What is do-while loop?  

19. What are nested for loop?  

20. What is the use of a continue statement in C++?  

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  
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UNIT – II 

1. Define function?  

2. What is meant by default arguments?  

3. What is actual argument?  

4. What is meant by function call?  

5. What is an automatic variable?  

6. Define static variable.  

7. What is external variable?  

8. Define recursive function.  

9. What is preprocessor in C++?  

10. What do you mean by call by value?  

11. What do you mean by call by address?  

12. Define local variable. Give an example.  

13. Define global variable. Give an example.  

14. What is an array?  

15. What is an array indexing?  

16. How to declare and initialize an array?  

17. What is one-dimensional array?  

18. What is multi-dimensional array?  

19. What is character array?  

20. What is pointer?  

21. What is meant by address operator?  

22. What is the use of an indirection operator?  

23. Define String.  

24. What is the use of header file?  

25. How is a pointer variable declared in C++?  

26. Define structure.  

27. What is union?  

28. What is NULL pointer?  

29. What is a bit field?  

30. Why structure is called heterogeneous data types?  

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. What is class?  

2. Define the term object.  

3. Define data encapsulation.  

4. What is an inheritance?  

5. Define polymorphism.  

6. What is constructor?  

7. What is copy constructor?  

8. What is destructor?  

9. Define the term default constructor.  

10. What is parameterized constructor?  

11. What is static data member?  

12. What is an instance member?  
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13. Define friend function.  

14. What is the use of new operator?  

15. What is delete operator?  

16. Define this pointer.  

17. Define the term base class and derived class.  

18. What is single inheritance?  

19. What do you mean by public inheritance?  

20. Define private inheritance.  

21. What is a container class?  

22. Define the term „array of object‟.  

23. What is the use of scope resolution operator?  

24. What is a friend class?  

25. What is nested class?  

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. What is function overloading?  

2. What do you mean by compile time polymorphism?  

3. What do you mean by run time polymorphism?  

4. What is static binding?  

5. What is dynamic binding?  

6. Define the term operator overloading.  

7. List the name of operators which we can overload in C++.  

8. List the name of operators which we cannot overload in C++.  

9. Define early binding and late binding.  

10. Define the term abstract base class.  

11. What is template?  

12. What is the use of try block in exception handling?  

13. What is the use of throw expression in exception handling?  

14. What is the use of catch block in exception handling?  

15. What is namespace?  

16. What is the use of ifstream file?  

17. What is the use of ofstream file?  

18. What is meant by Virtual base class?  

19. What is a Function template?  

20. What do you understand by the term Exception handling?  

21. Why is header file <fstream> essential for Data file operations?  

22. What is virtual destructor?  

23. What is binary file?  

24. Define virtual function.  

25. What is meant by pure virtual function?  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. What are the Advantages of OOPs?  

2. How is a user defined identifier different from a standard identifier?  
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3. What are the three constants used in C++?  

4. List out the various types of operators in C++.  

5. How is the string constant different from a character constant?  

6. What is meant by increment and decrement operator in C++?  

7. What is the use of type conversion in C++?  

8. Distinguish between the binary minus and the unary minus operator.  

9. How is an expression different from the variables?  

10. What are the different types of statements used in C++?  

11. List the merits and demerits of manipulator.  

12. What are the various standard manipulators used in C++?  

13. What is the difference between the two operators = and ==?  

14. What are the different ways of constructing a multiway if-else- structure?  

15. What is for loop? Under what circumstances the for loop is used to construct a looping in C++?  

16. What is looping in C++? What are the advantages of using loops in C++?  

17. How the do-while loop various from the while loop?  

18. List out the merits and demerits of while loop and do-while loop.  

19. Why is go-to statement not necessary for a structured programming language like C++?  

20. What is the purpose of comma operator? Between which statements does the comma operator usually 

appear?  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. Differentiate formal and actual arguments.  

2. What is the purpose of return statement?  

3. Differentiate between local and global variable with suitable example.  

4. How a function declaration is different from the function definition?  

5. What is register variable and what is the scope of it?  

6. How is a register variable different from an automatic variable?  

7. List out the merits and demerits of the function.  

8. How is a recursive function different from an ordinary function?  

9. List out any three C++ preprocessor directives and their uses.  

10. How an array variable is different from an ordinary variable?  

11. Write down the salient features of an array and its uses.  

12. Distinguish between a character array and a string.  

13. How is a pointer variable different from an ordinary variable?  

14. What is the relationship between a pointer and an array?  

15. Under what conditions two pointer variables can be added?  

16. What is two dimensional array? Give its syntax.  

17. Write down any three advantages of using recursion.  

18. Distinguish a structure data type with other data type variables.  

19. How is a structure different from an array?  

20. What is the advantage of using a union in C++?  

21. What is the use of typedef?  

22. Define the term „typedef‟. Write down its syntax and example.  

23. Write any three string manipulation function with its syntax and example.  

24. Differentiate between structure and union.  
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25. Define the term enumeration. Write down its syntax and example.  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. How to declare a class in C++?  

2. What is an object and how objects can be defined in C++?  

3. How is the member function of a class accessed in C++?  

4. What is the difference between a data member of a class and the conventional variables in C++?  

5. In what way a member function is different from a conventional user defined function?  

6. How is scope resolution operator useful for defining the data member and member function of a class?  

7. How the arrays of class objects are defined in C++?  

8. Write the syntactic rule of defining the union data type using a class object.  

9. How is a nested class defined and declare in C++?  

10. List the merits of declaring a nested class in C++.  

11. List the demerits of declaring a nested class in C++.  

12. How is a pointer variable used to declare a member function of a class?  

13. What are the uses of declaring a constructor member function in a program?  

14. What are the rules governing the declaration of a constructor?  

15. When does a constructor member function is invoked in a class?  

16. In what way a constructor is different from an automatic initialization?  

17. List the merits and demerits of copy constructor?  

18. What is an inline substitution?  

19. What are dynamic allocations operators?  

20. What are the differences between the static and dynamic allocation of memory?  

21. How data member of a class can be describe in C++?  

22. What is difference between base and derived classes?  

23. List the merits and demerits of single inheritance over multiple inheritance.  

24. In what way a container class is different from a nested class object?  

25. What are the merits and demerits of private inheritance?  

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. Discuss advantages and disadvantages of function overloading.  

2. Write the syntax and example of operator overloading.  

3. What are the scopes rules governing the function overloading?  

4. When we use virtual function and why?  

5. Differentiate early binding and late binding.  

6. Explain how the virtual base class is different from the conventional base classes of the OOPs.  

7. What are the advantages of using a function template in C++?  

8. What is the role of EOF () function in file handling.  

9. How a file can be opened? Give an example.  

10. What is the use of get () and put () functions in C++?  

11. What is the use of seekg( ) and seekp( ) functions for processing random access file?  

12. What are the advantages of declaring a virtual function in a program?  

13. What are the merits and demerits of defining and declaring a pure virtual function in a program?  

14. What are the advantages of using abstract class on a program?  

15. How a class object can be written on a file? Give an example.  
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16. What are the disadvantages of using a function template in C++?  

17. How a class object can be written on a file?  

18. What are the keywords used to handle the exception in C++?  

19. Write down the merits and demerits of run time binding over the compile time binding.  

20. List the merits and demerits of using template in C++.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. Discuss Major characteristics and silent features of SPP&OOPs.  

2. Explain the basic structure of object oriented programming.  

3. Discuss Advantages and disadvantages of OOPs.  

4. What is expression? Discuss different types of expression with example.  

5. Explain I/O stream in C++.  

6. What is literal? Discuss various integer literals with suitable example.  

7. What is literal? Explain various floating-point literals with suitable example.  

8. What is literal? Discuss various character literals with suitable example.  

9. What is variable? Explain various types of variable with suitable example.  

10. What is the use of assignment operator? Write down various assignment operators with suitable example.  

11. What is the use of special operator? Explain various special operators with suitable example.  

12. What are the various standard manipulators used in C++? Explain with example.  

13. What is control statement? Discuss any two control statements with its syntax and example.  

14. Demonstrate switch case statement with suitable example.  

15. What is meant by the break statement and how it is involved in constructing a multiway switch case 

structure?  

16. What is loop? Explain for loop with suitable example.  

17. Write a program in C++ to find sum of first ten natural numbers using while loop.  

18. Write a program in C++ to compute the sum of the first n terms of the following series - S= 

1+1/2+1/3+1/4+……  

19. Write a program in C++ to find whether a given no. is prime or not.  

20. Write a program in C++ to calculate factorial of a given number.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. What is function? Explain different types of function in C++.  

2. What is pointer arithmetic? Explain with suitable example.  

3. Explain any five string manipulations function.  

4. Explain call by value with suitable example.  

5. Explain call by reference with suitable example.  

6. Write a short note on multifunction.  

7. What is register variable? Write a program in C++ to display the number and its square from 0 to 10 using 

register variable.  

8. Write a program in C++ to calculate the factorial of a given number using recursion.  

9. Summarize the purpose of string.h function.  

10. Explain array and functions with suitable example.  

11. How are the data elements initialized in a multidimensional array? What are the scope rules for the 

multidimensional array?  
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12. What is character array? Write a program in C++ to initialize a set of characters in an one dimensional 

character array and to display the contents of the given array.  

13. What is pointer to function? Explain it with suitable example.  

14. Explain pointer and strings with suitable example.  

15. What is array of pointer? Explain it with suitable example.  

16. Explain pointer to pointer with suitable example.  

17. What is string? Write a program to input a string and count number of characters in it?  

18. What is function and structures? Write a program in C++ to display the contents of a structure using 

function definition.  

19. What is array of structure? Explain it with suitable example.  

20. Explain arrays within a structure with example.  

21. What is nested structure? Give a suitable example.  

22. Explain pointer and structure with suitable example.  

23. Write a program in C++ to declare the member of a structure using a bit field data type and to display the 

contents of the structure.  

24. Explain the salient features of typedf.  

25. What is union? How many data items can be stored in a union at any given time? Write a program in C++ 

to demonstrate union.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. Discuss the concept of pointer and class with example.  

2. What is nested class? How is a nested class defined and declare in C++? List the merits and demerits of 

declaring a nested class  

3. What is constructor? Write down its advantages and disadvantages.  

4. What is copy constructor? Explain with example.  

5. What is default constructor? Explain.  

6. In what way a union data type is useful for constructing a class object in C++? Explain with example.  

7. Explain the following with respect to the object oriented paradigm  

a. Private  

b. Public  

c. Protected  

8. What do you mean by overloading constructor? Explain with suitable example.  

9. What is destructor? How it works? Explain with example.  

10. What is a friend function? Explain pros and cons of declaring a friend class in a program.  

11. Explain how an inline member function is defined in C++.  

12. What is meant by inheritance? What are the advantages and disadvantages of declaring inheritance?  

13. What are the rules governing the declaration of a class of single inheritance? Write a program in C++ to 

demonstrate single inheritance.  

14. Explain multiple inheritances with suitable example.  

15. Explain multi level inheritance with suitable example.  

16. How does an array of class objects declared with single inheritance? Explain.  

17. How does an array of class objects declared with multiple inheritance? Explain.  

18. What is private inheritance? What are the merits and demerits of private inheritance?  

19. What is protected inheritance? Explain how to protected data of the base class can be accessed by the 

public member function of the derived class.  

20. What is container class? List the pros and cons of declaring container classes.  
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Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. Explain the operation of overloading of an assignment operator.  

2. Explain how logical operators can be used for overloading in C++.  

3. Explain the syntax rules that govern the overloading of increment or decrement operators.  

4. Explain how memory management operators are used for overloading in C++.  

5. Can the operator precedence and syntax be changed through overloading? Explain.  

6. What is polymorphism? Write a program in C++ to demonstrate the run time polymorphism.  

7. Discuss the concept of virtual function with suitable example.  

8. Discuss the concept of pure virtual function with suitable example.  

9. Define virtual destructor? Explain it with suitable example.  

10. Discuss the concept of virtual base class with suitable example  

11. What is abstract base class? Write a program in C++ to represent the concept of it.  

12. What is exception handling? Discuss the layout of exception handling with example.  

13. What is data file? Discuss how to open and close a file with example.  

14. Discuss EOF() and Fail() with example.  

15. Explain how to read and write character on file in detail  

16. Explain the merits and demerits of random access file processing in C++.  

17. What is binary file? List merits and demerits of the binary file in C++.  

18. Discuss following character I/O file functions a) get() b) put()  

19. Explain how a function template is defined and declared in a program.  

20. What is template? List the merits and demerits of using a template in C++.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. Explain various data types used in C++ with suitable example.  

2. What is operator? Explain various types of operators used in C++.  

3. Write short notes on –  

a. Arithmetic operator  

b. Logical operator  

c. Assignment operator  

d. Relational operator  

4. Explain the following bitwise operators-  

a. Bitwise AND  

b. Bitwise OR  

c. Bitwise Left shift  

d. Bitwise Right shift  

5. Explain the uses of the following special operators in C++-  

a. Pointer operator  

b. Address operator  

c. Sizeof operator  

d. Ternary operator  

6. Discuss following manipulators in detail-  

a. setbase  

b. setfill  
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c. setw  

d. setprecision  

7. What is control statement? Explain all the control statements with their syntax and example.  

8. What is loop? Explain all the looping statements with their syntax and suitable example.  

9. What is the switch case statement and how is it different from the multiway if-else structure? Write a 

program in C++ to demonstrate switch case statement.  

10. Write a short note on-  

a. Break statement  

b. Continue statement  

c. Goto statement  

d. Exit statement  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. Explain different storage classes supported by C++.Also explains their scope and extent.  

2. What is string? Discuss different string function with their syntax, purpose and suitable example.  

3. Discuss different types of user defined function in detail.  

4. What is preprocessor? What are the rules of defining preprocessor? List out the C++ preprocessor directives 

and their uses.  

5. Explain one dimensional and two dimensional arrays with suitable example.  

6. Explain pointer and function in details.  

7. Explain the concept of pointer and arrays in detail.  

8. What is the use of declaring an anonymous union in C++? Write a program in C++ to declare a member of 

an union as a structure data type and to display the contents of the union.  

9. Write a notes on-  

a. Function and structure  

b. Array of structure  

10. Write a notes on-  

a. Nested structure  

b. Pointer and structure  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. What is access specifier? Discuss various types of access specifier are available in C++.  

2. What is constructor? Explain different types of constructors with example.  

3. Explain the pointer techniques to access the member functions of a class objects.  

4. What is inheritance? Explain type of inheritance and also explain hierarchical inheritance with suitable 

example.  

5. What is friend function? Write a program in C++ to find the largest among two values using friend 

function.  

6. Discuss the concept of dynamic memory allocations in C++ with suitable example.  

7. What is multiple inheritance? How it is declared? Write a program to demonstrate multiple inheritance.  

8. Explain the following with syntactic rules  

a. Public inheritance  

b. Protected inheritance  

c. Private inheritance  
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9. What is static class member? Write a C++ program to read any five real numbers and print the average 

using static member class. What are the merits and demerits of static data members over the global data 

variables?  

10. Explain this pointer. Write a C++ program to display the objects address of a class using this pointer.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. Discuss the concept of operator overloading. Write down syntax and explain with suitable example.  

2. What is virtual function? Write down its syntax and explain with suitable example.  

3. What is a pure virtual function? Explain it with suitable example. Also write down its merits and demerits.  

4. Write a program to demonstrate how to detect a divide by zero error using the Exception handling 

technique.  

5. What is exception handler? Explain how an exception handler is defined and invoked in a program with 

example.  

6. Explain the various functions involved in opening and closing a sequential file in C++.  

7. Explain the syntactic rules for the following functions-  

a. Open()  

b. Close()  

c. Read()  

d. Write()  

8. Explain how a random access file is defined and processed.  

9. Explain how an array of class objects can be stored and retrieved from a file.  

10. Explain the following  

a) Reading an object from a file  

b) Writing an object to a file  

 

 

2T4 – E-COMMERCE AND WEB DESIGNING 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. Define E-Commerce.  

2. What do you mean by trade cycle?  

3. What do you mean by supply chain?  

4. What do you mean by business capability related to E-commerce?  

5. Draw the well labeled diagram of E-commerce strategy formulation.  

6. Write a note on business environment related to E-commerce.  

7. Draw the well labeled diagram of EDI and trade cycle.  

8. Draw the well labeled diagram of internet and trade cycle.  

9. What do you mean by manufacturing value chain?  

10. What is inter organizational value chain?  

 

 

Part - B (Each question carries Threemarks)  

UNIT – I 

1. What are the three different categories of E-Commerce?  
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2. Draw the well labeled diagram of generic trade cycle.  

3. What do you mean by threat of substitution?  

4. Write a note on strategic implications of IT.  

5. List the ten different components of business values of E-commerce.  

6. Write down the business implementation aspect related to E-commerce.  

7. Write down the procedure how internet can be used for trade cycle.  

8. Write down the three basic primary activities of product process in given in Porter‟s model.  

9. Explain the following activities classified by Porter-  

a. Procurement  

b. Technology Development  

c. Human Resource Management  

d. Firm Infrastructure  

10. Draw the well labeled diagram of Porter‟s generic value chain.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Fivemarks)  

UNIT – I 

1. Discuss the scope of E-Commerce.  

2. Explain in short electronic market.  

3. Write a short note on electronic data interchange.  

4. What are the five forces of competitive rivalry given in Porter‟s model? Explain.  

5. Write a short note on threat of “New Entrant”.  

6. Distinguish between bargaining power of buyers and bargaining power of suppliers.  

7. What do you mean by competition between existing players? Explain in short.  

8. Write down the competitive advantages of using E- commerce.  

9. Explain E-commerce technical implementation aspect of E-commerce.  

10. Write down the three different levels of E-commerce evaluation.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Tenmarks)  

UNIT – I 

1. Explain in detail Porter‟s value chain model with diagram.  

2. Discuss the classic cases of competitive advantages facilitated by ICTs.  

3. Explain the different components of business value in detail.  

4. Discuss the strategy formulation and implication planning in detail.  

5. Discuss the various features of airline website E-commerce model using web assessment.  

6. Explain in detail  

i. Value system for automobile assembly  

ii. Value system of super market  

7. Discuss the inter organizational value chain for insurances.  

8. Explain in detail the sustainable competitive advantages using E-commerce  

9. Discuss in detail strategic implications of IT.  

10. Explain in detail business environment related to E-commerce strategy.  

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. What do you mean by credit transaction trade cycle?  

2. What is EDI?  
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3. What do you mean by EDI standard?  

4. What do you mean by EAN code system?  

5. What do you mean by UPC Code system?  

6. What are the generic products?  

7. What do you mean by VADS?  

8. Write down the use of EDI in trade exchange.  

9. What are the basic patterns of documentation for trade exchange?  

10. Draw the well labeled diagram which shows the relationship between EDI and internet E-commerce.  

11. What are the main facilities provided by E-commerce in desktop facilities management?  

12. What do you mean by innovative stage in EDI maturity model?  

13. What do you mean by EDI trade exchange?  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Threemarks)  

UNIT – II 

1. What do you mean by trade cycle document exchange?  

2. Write a note on variety of transactions.  

3. Write down the future of electronic market.  

4. What are the needs for EDI standard?  

5. Write a note on Postboxes.  

6. Write a note on Mailboxes.  

7. Give the two principle advantages of Postbox and Mailbox system.  

8. How EDI used in internet?  

9. Write a note on hub and spoke trading pattern of EDI.  

10. Write a short note on overlapping supply network.  

11. Write a short note on co-operative user communities.  

12. Write a short note on open user communities.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Fivemarks)  

UNIT – II 

1. Write down the advantages and disadvantages of electronic market.  

2. Write down the indirect advantages of the use of EDI.  

3. Discuss the evolution of EDI standard.  

4. Write a short note on sector and national EDI standard.  

5. Write a short note on international EDI standard.  

6. Discuss the important facilities of VADS provider.  

7. What are the various functions of EDI software suppliers?  

8. Write down the elements of EDI.  

9. Write a short note on EDI operations.  

10. Explain in short EDI alternatives.  

11. Explain in short extended supply network of EDI.  

12. Write a short note on EDI adoption.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Tenmarks)  

UNIT – II 

1. Discuss the different stages in trade cycle.  

2. What are the various benefits of EDI? Explain in detail.  
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3. Explain in detail EDIFACT standard with structure chart.  

4. Explain in detail coding standards of EDI.  

5. Discuss EDI communications in detail.  

6. Discuss in detail Value Added Data Services.  

7. Explain in detail EDI implementation process.  

8. Discuss in detail EDI integration process.  

9. Explain in detail EDI interchange agreement.  

10. Discuss the various aspects of EDI security.  

11. Explain in detail differing patterns of EDI trade.  

12. Discuss the important variations and complications that occur in EDI trade document exchange.  

13. What are the alternative variations that occur in EDI trade cycle? Explain.  

14. Discuss in detail EDI maturity model.  

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. Define Networking.  

2. What is E-Mail?  

3. What is Internet Explorer?  

4. What do you mean by W3C?  

5. What is Hot Java?  

6. Define Voice E-mail.  

7. What is ERNET?  

8. What do you mean by Resource Sharing?  

9. What do you mean by Browser?  

10. What is frame relay?  

11. Draw a well labeled diagram of internet connectivity?  

12. What do you mean by HTML?  

13. What is the specialty of the Hotmail Web Server?  

14. What is WAIS?  

15. Write a note on Search Engine?  

16. What do you mean by Modulation and Demodulation?  

17. Define DNS and URL.  

18. Define ISDN.  

19. What is home page?  

20. What is the purpose of the link tag in HTML?  

21. What do you mean by internet E-commerce?  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Threemarks)  

UNIT – III 

1. What is Centralized Network?  

2. Write a short note on GOPHER.  

3. Write a Short note on Hyper – Text.  

4. Write a short note on USENET.  

5. Write a short note on TELNET.  

6. What do you mean by Bulletin Board Services?  

7. What do you mean by Wide Area Information Services?  

8. Compare the features of FTP, GOPHER and WWW.  
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9. Write a note on the circuit Connection for Internet Connectivity.  

10. Write a short note on MODEM.  

11. What are the interfaces needed in an ISDN terminal?  

12. What are the different keys used in tool bar of internet explorer?  

13. Write the syntax and example of title tag in header section.  

14. What is comment line in HTML? Give an example.  

15. List out different logical style tags.  

16. List out different physical style tags.  

17. Write a short note on banner?  

18. What is internet E-commerce?  

19. What do you mean by internet bookshops?  

20. What do you mean by electronic newspapers?  

21. What do you mean by virtual auctions?  

22. Write a short note on gambling on the net.  

23. Write a note on e-Diversity.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Fivemarks)  

UNIT – III 

1. Explain in brief Search Engine.  

2. Write a Short note on Hyper – Text.  

3. Explain the Internet Addressing system in detail.  

4. Explain file menu in Netscape Navigator in detail.  

5. What is bookmark? Explain their uses in Netscape Navigator.  

6. Explain the various attributes of the body tag.  

7. Explain in detail anchor tag with suitable example.  

8. What is hyperlink? Explain with suitable example.  

9. Explain logical style tag with example.  

10. Explain physical style format tag with example.  

11. Explain font tags with their different attributes.  

12. Differentiate between server side image map and client side image map.  

13. Explain paragraph tag with suitable example.  

14. Write a short note on-  

a. Search Engines  

b. Portal  

15. What do you mean by After-Sales services?  

16. What are the two various security issues across the network for secure E-commerce?  

17. Write a short note on-  

a. Encryption  

b. Digital signature  

18. Write a short note on-  

a. Trusted Third Parties  

b. Good Old Fashioned Fraud  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Tenmarks) 

UNIT – III 
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1. What is dial-up connection? Explain the limitation of dial-up connection and compare it with leased line 

connection.  

2. Explain the Netscape Navigator window and its menu bar.  

3. How to create the favorite menu? Give an example.  

4. Explain how to create a colorful web page using different attributes in HTML.  

5. Describe heading aligning in HTML with suitable example.  

6. What is image map? Also explain types of image map.  

7. Discuss the various features of e-shop.  

8. Discuss the different stages in retail trade cycle.  

9. What are the advantages and disadvantages of consumer e-commerce?  

10. What are the different methods of online payments for E-commerce transactions? Explain.  

11. Explain in detail delivery system of Goods in E-commerce.  

12. Discuss in detail a website evolution model.  

13. Explain in detail internet banking.  

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. What is HTML?  

2. What do you mean by list in HTML?  

3. What is ordered list?  

4. What is unordered list?  

5. What is <td> tad?  

6. What is <tr> tag?  

7. Write start attribute of <ol> tag.  

8. What are the three components of a table?  

9. What do you mean by DHTML?  

10. What are the elements of style?  

11. What are the three types of style sheets linking to HTML document?  

12. What is frame?  

13. Define inline frames.  

14. What is style sheet?  

15. List out different components of forms.  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Threemarks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. What is image map? Also explain types of image map.  

2. Explain <table>tag with height and width attributes.  

3. Write a cellpading attribute of table tag.  

4. Write a cellspacing attribute of table tag.  

5. What are the features of dynamic HTML?  

6. What are the various units of measurements used to specify margins?  

7. What is frameset? What are its different attributes?  

8. What is action attribute of form tag?  

9. Write method attribute of form tag.  

10. Write encrypt attribute of form tag.  

11. Write a syntax and example of password field in HTML forms.  

12. How to give the background color to entire table?  
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13. How to give the background color to entire row?  

14. Differentiate between HTML and DHTML.  

15. What is <li> tag? Give its syntax and example.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Fivemarks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. Explain headings in a list with example.  

2. Explain in detail nested list with suitable example.  

3. How to create a table in HTML? Explain with an example.  

4. Explain rowspan and colspan attribute in detail.  

5. Explain the relative definition of font sizes.  

6. Illustrate the in-line style with a suitable example.  

7. Illustrate the internal style with a suitable example.  

8. Illustrate the external style with a suitable example.  

9. Describe nested framesets with suitable example.  

10. Write a short note on-  

a. Text Field  

b. Text Area  

11. Describe submit and reset button in HTML forms.  

12. Differentiate between radio button and checkbox with example.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Tenmarks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. Explain in detail lists with their types and give suitable example.  

2. Explain the elements of styles in detail. Also give an example.  

3. What are multiple styles? Illustrate with suitable example.  

4. What are the various units of frameset? Explain with example each unit.  

5. What are the different attributes of frame? Explain each with example.  

6. Discuss in detail drop down list in forms. Explain their attributes.  

7. How to divide browser window? Explain with tags and attribute.  

8. Write a HTML Code for following output by using <Form> tag  

9. Write a HTML Code for following output by using <table> tag  

10. Write a HTML Code for following output by using Nested List.  
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QUESTION BANK 

CLASS- BCCA-III SEM 

 

3T1 – ENVIRONMENT STUDIES 

 
 Unit I (2 Marks)  

1) Define environment.  

2) What are the basic components of environment?  

3) What is Ecology?  

4) What are the tupes of natural resources?  

5) Define Renewable sources with example.  

6) Define Non-Renewable sources with example.  

7) What is Deforestation.  

8) What are fossil fuels.  

9) What do you mean by Bio-energy?  

10) What is Stock resources?  

Unit I (3 Marks)  

1) Explain Natural resources and their categories with diagram.  

2) Write any four effects of deforestation on environment.  

3) Explain any one measure to control deforestation.  

4) What are the various types of mineral resources?  

5) What is water logging?  

6) What are the various sources of conventional energy?  

7) What are the various sources of non-conventional energy?  

8) What is Soil erosion?  

9) Explain the causes of land slides.  

10) What is desertification?  

Unit I (5 Marks)  

1) Explain natural resources and its types.  

2) What are the various causes of Deforestation? Explain.  

3) What are steps to control Deforestation?  

4) Write down the steps of mining process.  

5) Explain types of minerals.  

Unit I (10 Marks)  

1) Explain Salinity. What are the three classes of saline and alkali soils.  

2) What is Soil Erosion? Explain the types of Soil Erosion observed in India.  

3) Explain Landslides and its types. What are the factors causing landslides?  

4) What is the role of an individual in conservation of Natural resources?  

 

Unit II (2 Marks)  

1) Explain Ecosystem.  

2) What are the components of Ecosystem?  
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3) What is photo autotrophs?  

4) What is food chain.  

5) What is food web?  

6) What is Ecological pyramid?  

7) What is Biotic & Abiotic components?  

8) Explain Biodiversity.  

9) Define aesthetic value.  

10) What is Red Data Book?  

Unit II (3 Marks)  

1) What is pyramid of energy?  

2) Explain pond ecosystem.  

3) Explain Primary & secondary succession.  

4) Explain Grazing food chain.  

5) What are the three major ecosystem?  

6) What are Decomposers?  

7) What is Ex-situ conservation?  

8) What is In-situ conservation?  

9) What is genetic, species and ecosystem diversity?  

10) What is alpha, beta and gamma richness?  

Unit II (5 Marks)  

1) What do you mean by producers, consumers and decomposers?  

2) Explain the general process of Ecological Succession.  

3) What are the types of Ecological Pyramids?  

4) What is the conventional method of Ex-situ conservation?  

5) What are the various threats of Biodiversity?  

Unit II (10 Marks)  

1) Explain Grassland Ecosystem.  

2) Explain Desert Ecosystem.  

3) Explain Aquatic Ecosystem.  

4) Explain Endangered and Endemic species of India.  

5) Explain India as a Mega Diversity nation.  

 

Unit III (2 Marks)  

1) What is environmental pollution?  

2) What is Air pollution?  

3) What is Land or Soil pollution?  

4) What is Water Pollution?  

5) What is Marine Pollution?  

6) What is Noise Pollution?  

7) What is thermal pollution?  

8) What is flood?  

9) What is Earthquake?  

10) What are Cyclones?  

11) What are land slides?  

Unit III (3 Marks)  
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1) Explain Primary & Secondary Pollutants with examples.  

2) What are the three types of rocks?  

3) Explain pesticides with examples.  

4) Write any three approaches for Noise Control.  

5) What are the sources of solid wastes.  

6) What is decibel?  

7) Differentiate noise with sound.  

8) What are types of solid wastes.  

Unit III (5 Marks)  

1) Write the various classification of Air pollutants.  

2)What are the characteristics of Portable water.  

3)Write steps to control water pollution.  

4) What is the importance of soil to the Biosphere.  

5)What are the sources of Marine pollution.  

Unit III (10 Marks)  

1) Explain Thermal pollution, its sources, effects & control measures.  

2) Explain the various types of solid wastes and its effects.  

3) What is the role of an individual in prevention of pollution?  

4) What is vulnerability. Explain in details.  

5) Explain in details Landslides.  

 

Unit IV (2 Marks)  

1) What is sustainable development?  

2) What is conservation of energy?  

3) Explain rainwater harvesting.  

4) What is atershed management?  

5) What is Cimate change?  

6) What is Global warming?  

7) What is Population?  

8) HIV and AIDS stands for?  

9) How will you calculate Growth rate?  

10) What is Population Explosion?  

Unit IV (3 Marks)  

1) Write the two aspects of sustainable development.  

2) Write any three causes of population explosion.  

3) What are the three ‘R’ approach?  

4) What are the various green house gases?  

5) Explain the two processes of mechanism of Ozone Depletion.  

6) What is logistic growth, exponential growth and geometric growth?  

7) What are the components of environment?  

8) What are the 4 stages of progression?  

Unit IV (5 Marks)  

1) What are the steps taken for conservation of water?  

2) Discuss the main causes of fall in ground water levels.  

3) Discuss the measures to check global warming.  
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4) Explain the effects of Ozone layer depletion.  

5) Write short notes on: Water shed management & Green house effect  

6) Write short notes on: HIV/AIDS and Woman & Child Welfare.  

Unit IV (10 Marks)  

1) Explain Watershed management in details.  

2) Explain the impacts of Global warming in details.  

3) Discuss environmental (protection) Act 1986. How it helps to protect the environment?  

4) Explain forest conservation act.  

5) What is value education? How it can be described? Give aims and methodology.  

6) Write an essay on human rights.  

7) What is the role of information technology in environmental studies.  

 

 

3T2- BUSINESS ECONOMICS 

UNIT Q.No. Questions Marks 

I  INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS ECONOMICS  

 1 Explain the nature of business economics. 4 

 2 Explain the scope of business economics. 4 

 3 Write a short note on production possibilities. 8 

 4 Explain the price mechanism. 8 

 5 Explain the law of demand and point out its limitations. 8 

 6 Mention the different types of elasticity of demand? 8 

 7 What is the meaning and types of income elasticity? 8 

 8 Write a note on Cross elasticity of demand. 8 

 9 Write a note on Advertising elasticity of demand. 8 

 10 Explain the purpose of demand forecasting. 8 

 11 Explain the methods of demand forecasting along with their 

applicability. 

8 

II  PRODUCTION AND COST ANALYSIS & MARKET 

STRUCTURE 

 

 1 What is production? Explain the various basic concepts of production. 4 

 2 Explain the significance and limitation of production functions. 4 

 3 Explain the types, properties and significance of isoquants. 8 

 4 Explain the law of return through production functions. 8 

 5 Explain the various cost concepts. 8 

 6 Explain the relationship between average and marginal cost. 8 

 7 Explain the various types of modern theories of cost. 8 

 8 What is market structure and Explain the factors determining market 

structure. 

8 

 9 Explain the different types of market structure for different type of 

competition. 

8 

 10 How is pricing decision done in different market structure? 8 

 11 Explain the equilibrium of the firm in short run and long run. 8 

III  PRICING DECISIONS UNDER MONOPOLY & OLIGOPOLY  
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 1 Define Monopoly. State the feature of monopoly. 4 

 2 Explain the types of monopoly. 4 

 3 Explain the revenue curve under monopoly market structure. 8 

 4 Define monopolistic market competition. 8 

 5 Describe the firm equilibrium under monopolistic competition. 8 

 6 Explain the aspects and role of non-price competition. 8 

 7 Explain the features and pricing under duopoly. 8 

 8 Explain Chambrelin’s  model of oligopoly. 8 

 9 Explain the assumptions and criticisms of Baumol’s Theory of sales 

maximization. 

8 

 10 How is price and output determined in collusive oligopoly? 8 

IV  FACTOR MARKET & THEORY OF WAGE, INTEREST & 

PROFIT 

 

 1 Describe the marginal productivity of factor. 4 

 2 What do you mean by factor demand? 4 

 3 What is factor supply? 8 

 4 How are the wages determined? 8 

 5 Explain the types of wage differentials. 8 

 6 What is rent? Explain the types of rent. 8 

 7 Explain the short run rent on fixed factors in quasi rent. 8 

 8 Explain the classical theories of interest. 8 

 9 Different between accounting and economic profit. 8 

 10 Does profit enter the cost of production? 8 

 

 

3T3 – VISUAL BASIC PROGRAMMING 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – I 

 1. State any two advantages of VB.  

2. State any four visual basic components.  

3. What is Project Explorer Window?  

4. Define form layout window.  

5. What is the role of property Window?  

6. State any four controls present in Toolbox.  

7. State any five common properties of Text Box.  

8. State any five properties of form control.  

9. State any five properties of check box control.  

10. What is simple If statement?  

11. Write syntax of for loop in VB.  

12. What is Integer data type?  

13. What do you mean by Array?  

14. State the role of Redim and Preserve statement.  

15. Define Nested IF statement.  
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UNIT – II 

1. What is a procedure?  

2. Give syntax and example of Message Box.  

3. Give syntax and example of Input Box.  

4. What do you mean by Module?  

5. List different types of Module.  

6. Write different ways to open Menu editor dialog box.  

7. Write syntax for declaring procedure.  

8. What is function?  

9. Write syntax for declaring function.  

10. What is the extension for standard module?  

11. What is the extension for class module?  

12. What is menu?  

13. What is popup menu?  

14. List any four windows common control.  

15. What is control array?  

UNIT – III 

1. What is the use of MDI form?  

2. Write steps to create EXE file.  

3. What is the use of Data control?  

4. Write short note on Datalist Controls.  

5. What is Datacombo Controls?  

6. What do you mean by Datagrid Control?  

7. What do you mean by Mshflexgrid Controls?  

8. Define child form.  

9. What is Properties Mshflexgrid?  

10. What is Database?  

11. What are the features of Child Form?  

12. What are the features of MDI form?  

13. Write step to merge cell.  

14. Write features of Datagrid Control.  

15. What are the features of Datalist control?  

16. What is Binary Method?  

17. What is control Array?  

UNIT – IV 

1. What do you mean by COM?  

2. State Advantages of COM.  

3. State three types of COM.  

4. State any two benefits of ActiveX document.  

5. Differentiate between ActiveX document and VB forms.  

6. State any four events of ActiveX document.  

7. State types of code component.  
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8. State data report section.  

9. What are bugs?  

10. Define error.  

11. What is syntax error?  

12. What is logical error?  

13. What is runtime error?  

14. What is data environment?  

15. What is data report?  

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks) 

UNIT – I 

1. Write down the properties of Combo Box.  

2. Write down the properties of Picture Box.  

3. What do you mean by looping statement?  

4. Differentiate constant and variable.  

5. What is data type in VB?  

6. What is two dimensional array?  

7. What is arithmetic operator? Give example.  

8. What do you mean by object browser?  

9. What do you mean by operator? List different operators in VB.  

10. What is method and event?  

11. What is decision Structure?  

12. What is list box control?  

13. What is Scope of variable?  

14. What is variable?  

15. What is Constant?  

UNIT – II 

1. Write syntax of Popup Menu.  

2. What is the use of Common dialog control?  

3. Demonstrate use of Load and Unload statement along with example.  

4. What is procedure? State its advantages.  

5. Write step to declare procedure.  

6. What are different ways to call a procedure?  

7. What is function? Write syntax for declaring function.  

8. What is module? Lists their types.  

9. How a standard module can be declared?  

10. What is control array? How it is created?  

11. What is image list control?  

12. What is treeview control?  

13. What is status bar control?  

14. What are the uses of Showsave, showopen and showprint control?  

15. What are the uses of showfont, showhelp and showcolor control?  

16. When load and unload event takes place?  
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UNIT – III 

1. What are the features of Child Form?  

2. What is VBCascade and VBHorizontal?  

3. State properties of Data Control.  

4. State properties of DataList control.  

5. Write steps to create exe file.  

6. What is ADO control?  

7. Write down the features of ADO Controls.  

8. What are the advantages of Datalist Control?  

9. What do you mean by SQL?  

10. Define data control.  

11. Write down the applications of MDI form.  

12. What are the features of MDI?  

13. Define Data Wizard.  

14. Write a procedure to take printout in VB.  

15. What is window list?  

UNIT – IV 

1. Write steps for creating ActiveX documents.  

2. Write syntax of Write property and Read Property.  

3. State any six features of ActiveX control.  

4. What are the features of SQL Query Builder?  

5. What is data report control?  

6. What are bugs? What is debugging?  

7. What are the possible steps to avoid bugs?  

8. What is syntax error? Give an example.  

9. What is logical error? Give an example.  

10. What is runtime error? Give an example.  

11. List the name of all available tools in the debugging toolbar.  

12. What is error object? List its properties.  

13. List the name of different section of data report.  

14. List the name of different data report controls.  

15. What is data environment? What is its use?  

16. What is COM? What are its advantages?  

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks) 

UNIT – I 

1. Explain Combo box in detail with example.  

2. Write short note on docking tab.  

3. Differentiate picture box and image control.  

4. Design an interface to calculate area of circle.  

5. Explain following looping statements with their syntax and example  

1) while Loop 2) for Loop  

6. Explain Scope of Static Variable with example.  
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7. Explain conversion function with suitable example.  

8. Explain relational operator in details.  

9. Write a program to print factorial of a given number.  

10. Explain conditional statement in details.  

11. Explain looping structure in detail.  

12. Explain shape control with suitable example.  

13. Explain Timer control with suitable example.  

14. Differentiate check box and option button in detail with example.  

15. Explain file list box with suitable example.  

16. Differentiate list box and Combo box control.  

 

UNIT – II 

1. Explain different types of modules in details.  

2. Explain math functions with suitable example.  

3. Explain date functions in detail.  

4. Explain control array in detail.  

5. Write procedure to create popup menu.  

6. Write steps to create menu in VB.  

7. Write steps to create submenu in VB.  

8. Explain following common dialog control  

1) ShowOpen 2) ShowSave 3) ShowColor 4) ShowHelp 5) ShowPrint  

9. What is procedure? How it is declared? Explain with an example.  

10. What is function? How it is declared? Explain by giving an example.  

11. Explain how a value can be returned to a function.  

12. Differentiate procedure and function.  

13. What are common dialog controls? Explain any two of them with example.  

14. What are custom controls? Explain any two of them.  

15. What is control array? Write steps to create control array.  

 

 

UNIT – III 

1. Explain Window List option.  

2. Design an interface to connect form with database using Data control.  

3. Design an interface to navigate records using data control.  

4. Explain Datalist control with example.  

5. Explain Datacombo control with example.  

6. Explain DataGrid control with example.  

7. Explain Data Control with suitable example.  

8. Write procedure to modify data using data Control.  

9. Explain various properties of Datagrid Control.  

10. What do you mean by Mshflexgrid ? Explain with suitable example.  

11. Write a procedure to modify database using SQL statement.  
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12. What do you mean by SQL statement? Explain in detail.  

13. Differentiate MDI and SDI.  

14. Explain Features of ADO controls.  

UNIT – IV 

1. Write short note on SQL Query Builder.  

2. Write short note on Err object.  

3. Explain Err object’s following properties  

1) Number 2) Description 3) Source 4) Helpfile 5) Helpcontent  

4. What do you mean by debugging? List different types of errors with their nature.  

5. Explain syntax error with suitable example.  

6. Explain runtime errors with suitable example.  

7. Explain logical errors with suitable example.  

8. Explain local and immediate window of the debug toolbar in VB.  

9. How to handle runtime error? Explain with suitable example.  

10. What is Err object? List its different properties along their uses.  

11. How to trap error? Explain with suitable example.  

12. What is data report? Explain in detail.  

13. List and explain different control used in formatting data report.  

14. What is COM component? Explain.  

15. What is active-X document? Explain.  

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks) 

UNIT – I 

1. Explain IDE in detail in VB.  

2. Explain following Controls  

1) Combo Box 2) Radio Button 3) Check Box 4) Option Button  

3. Explain file system control in details.  

4. Design an interface to change font style of Label using check box.  

5. Explain looping statements in detail with example.  

6. Explain decision making statement in detail.  

7. Explain following scope  

1) public 2) private 3) Static.  

8. Explain various types of operators in detail.  

9. What do you mean by array? Explain with suitable example.  

UNIT – II 

1. Explain different types of functions in detail.  

2. Explain in detail sequential File accessing.  

3. Explain in detail random File accessing.  

4. Explain in detail Binary File accessing.  

5. Explain Common dialog control along with example.  

6. What is menu? Write steps to create file menu with new, open and close option.  

7. What is popup menu? Write steps to create popup menu with refresh, shortcut and new option.  

8. What is control array? Explain different way to create control array.  
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9. Explain any four windows common dialogue control in details. 

 

UNIT – III 

1. Design an interface to add new form and arrange all forms using MDI form.  

2. Explain Data control with example.  

3. Design an interface to add and delete record using data control.  

4. Design an interface to demonstrate use of MSFLexGrid control.  

5. Write a procedure to make connectivity between using Data Control and Visual Basic form.  

6. Differentiate ADO control and DATA control in detail.  

7. Write a procedure to create database using visual data manger.  

8. What do you mean by MDI? Write procedure to create MDI Form with suitable example.  

9. Write procedure to create MS-Chart using VB application.  

10. Write program to create Employee database using SQL statement.  

 

UNIT – IV 

1. Explain data report in detail.  

2. What do you mean by bugging and debugging? Explain different types of errors with suitable 

example.  

3. Draw a neat labeled diagram of the debug toolbar and explain its different tools.  

4. Explain different windows present in debug toolbar along with suitable example.  

5. How runtime error can be handled? Explain how to setting the error trap?  

6. What is Err object? What are its properties? Explain Err object with suitable example.  

7. Draw a neat well labeled diagram of data report designer and explain its different parts.  

8. List and explain different data report control and events.  

9. Write steps to create ActiveX control.  

10. Explain the process of adding ActiveX control in standard exe project with suitable example.  

11. What is ActiveX document? What are its benefits? Write steps to create an ActiveX document.  

12. Explain various types of Error with suitable example.  

 

3T4 – DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

UNIT – I 

1. What is conventional file processing System? Give an example of Conventional file processing 
System and explain its operation and related difficulties.  

2. What are the components of Information system? Show them schematically and explain the state-
of-art relationships between them.  

3. Discuss the components of DSS and ES in detail.  

4. Explain the Association between fields in detail.  

5. Explain Direct/Random File organization with example.  

6. Explain Stack, Queue and Sorted List data structure with suitable example.  
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7. What is DBMS? Explain components of DBMS. What are the advantages and disadvantages of 
DBMS?  

8. Explain drawbacks of conventional file processing system. Also explain the Advantages of 
Database system over conventional file processing system.  

9. Describe location methods of data structure.  

 

UNIT – II 

1. What is Physical Data Model and Explain any two model under it.  

2. Explain different types of Normalization in details.  

3. Explain mapping conceptual data model into Hierarchical Data model.  

4. Explain Database Action Diagram (DAD) in details.  

5. What is E-R data model? Write symbols used in E-R model and explain with example.  

6. What are the different database models and what are their advantages and disadvantages?  

7. What are the conventions for representing entities and attributes in the E-R model?  

8. What is database design? Explain Entity-Relationship model with example.  

9. Explain guidelines for mapping conceptual data model into logical data model in detail.  

UNIT – III 

1. What are the different data types in SQL? Explain each with suitable example.  

2. How to create a table in SQL? What are the rules to create a table? Explain with syntax and 
suitable example.  

3. Explain different alter commands with their syntax and example.  

4. Create a table Salesman _Master and change the name of the Salesman _Master table to 
sman_mast.  

5. Create a table Client_Master.  

I. Find out the names of all the clients.  

II. Retrieve the entire contents of the Client_Master table.  

III. Retrieve the list of names, city and state of all the clients.  

6. Create a table Employee.  

I. Change the Designation of Employee_NO „E101‟ to „Manager‟.  

II. Change the salary of Employee_No „E105‟ to Rs. 20000.  

III. Change the city of Employees to „Mumbai‟.  

7. Create a table Salesman _Master.  

I. Delete all salesmen from the Salesman _Master whose salaries are equal to Rs. 3500.  

II. Destroy the table Salesman _Master along with its data  

8. Explain any five queries in QUEL with suitable examples.  

9. What are special relational set operators? Explain it.  

10.What is SQL? Explain Different types of SQL commands in brief.  

11.Write a procedure to create a Table in SQL with suitable example.  

12.Explain Numerical Functions with their syntax and purpose.  
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13.What are SQL operators?  

14.What are the different categories of SQL commands?  

UNIT – IV 

1. What are the different types of data constraints available in SQL? Explain each with suitable 
example.  

2. What are the different aggregate functions available in SQL? Explain each with syntax and 
suitable example.  

3. Explain string function in SQL. Give syntax and example of each function.  

4. What are subqueries in SQL? Explain with suitable example.  

5. Write a note on-  

I. Union clause  

II. Intersect clause  

III. Minus clause  

6. Write a short note on-  

I. Left join  

II. Right join  

III. Outer join  

IV. Natural join  

7. Create a table Sales_Order.  

I. Count the total number of order.  

II. Calculate the average price of all the products.  

III. Count the number of products having less than or equal to 500.  

IV. Determine the maximum and minimum product prices.  

8. Who is DBA? Explain role and functions of DBA.  

9. Discuss different database recovery procedures.  

10.What is the use the GRANT command?  

11.What is client server technology? Explain client / server protocols.  

12.What is DBA? Explain database recovery.  

13.What is concurrency control explain in detail?  

14.Explain Database Recovery and Concurrency Control in Detail  

15.What are the difference between centralized and decentralized database.  
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QUESTION BANK 

CLASS- BCCA-IV SEM 

 

4T1 – MATHEMATICS 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. Define statistics.  

2. What is primary data?  

3. What is secondary data?  

4. What is population?  

5. What is sample?  

6. What is census?  

7. What is classification?  

8. What is tabulation?  

9. Define Permutation?  

10. Define Combination?  

11. What is the fundamental rule of counting?  

12. What is Venn diagram?  

13. What is subset?  

14. What is empty set?  

15. What do you mean by set?  

  

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. Define Logarithm  

2. What is Antilog?  

3. What is common log?  

4. What is natural log?  

5. What is percentage error?  

6. What do you mean by growth?  

7. What is compound interest?  

8. What is depreciation?  

9. What is function?  

10. What is interpolation?  

11. What is polynomial?  

12. What is the degree of polynomial?  

13. What do you mean by significant figure?  

14. What is function argument?  

15. What is the use of sigma notation?  

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. What is frequency?  
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2. What is cumulative frequency?  

3. What is arithmetic mean?  

4. What is geometric Mean?  

5. What is Median?  

6. What is mode?  

7. What is quartile?  

8. What is Range?  

9. What is Mean Deviation?  

10. What is standard Deviation?  

11. What is Dispersion?  

12. What are measures of dispersion?  

13. What is Harmonic Mean?  

14. What is graph?  

15. What is diagram?  

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. What is skewness?  

2. What is kurtosis?  

3. What is correlation?  

4. What is regression?  

5. What is covariance?  

6. What are the components of time series analysis?  

7. Define Probability?  

8. What is Time Series?  

9. What is Moments?  

10. What is conditional probability?  

11. What is Rank Correlation?  

12. What is Independent event?  

13. What is Curve Fitting?  

14. What is Parabola?  

15. What is bivariate data?  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. What is variable?  

2. What is attribute?  

3. What is discrete variable and continues variable?  

4. Write the importance of classification.  

5. What is sample survey?  

6. What is the use of Venn diagram?  

7. What is the use of tabulation?  

8. Name different types of set?  

9. Evaluate 7P3, 7P4, 7P5.  

10. Evaluate 8C5, 7C3, 7C2.  

11. Selection of 5 clerk from 20 application find the number of ways of solution.  
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12. Write the following in the set form  

i. Prime No. between 10 to 20.  

ii. All the Vowel of English alphabet.  

13. In how many different ways can 5 person stand in a line for group photograph.  

14. If A={2,4,6,9,7} B={3,6,9} find AUB and A-B.  

15. Write down the following in set builder form  

i. {10,20,30,40,50}  

ii. {a, e, i, o, u}  

iii. {1/8,1/10,1/12,1/14,1/16}  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. What are various laws of algorithm  

2. What is common log with example?  

3. What is natural log with example?  

4. What is compound interest? Explain with formula.  

5. What is the use of antilog?  

6. What is nominal rate of interest?  

7. What is effective rate of interest?  

8. Define absolute and relative error.  

9. What is arithmetic progression?  

10. What is geometric progression?  

11. If log2=x and log3=y then explain the following in the terms of x and y.  

i. log(6)1/2 b. log 24  

12. Solve for x : log x- 1/3log8 = log7  

13. Difference between simple interest and compound interest.  

14. Find the 10th term of Arithmetic progression. 2, 4, 6.  

15. Find the 6th term of Geometric progression 4, 8, 16.  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. What is the significance of graph?  

2. What is the use of diagram?  

3. What is cumulative frequency distribution?  

4. What is relative frequency distribution?  

5. State advantages of Arithmetic Mean  

6. Calculate mean of following data  

1. Marks 1 2 3 4 5  

2. Frequency 7 30 21 15 9  

7. Calculate mean and mode of following data  

 280,140,180,250,340,000,000  

8. Explain advantage of Mean deviation.  

9. Calculate range of given data.  

 30, 70,10,505,8,250  

10. What is the objective of dispersion?  

11. Calculate quartile deviation and its co-efficient where Q1=157 Q3=165  
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12. Calculate Geometric Mean  

 355, 480, 1262, 1892,3550,7941,1729,805  

13. Find Out Standard Deviation.  

 Σfdx2=758  

 Σfdx=125  

 N=230  

 I=10  

14. What are the disadvantages of Mode?  

15. Difference between geometric and harmonic mean?  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. What is curve fitting method?  

2. Define Karl Pearson’s co-efficient.  

3. What do you mean by the term bivariate data?  

4. What do you mean by positive and negative co-relation?  

5. What is straight line equation?  

6. What is parabola?  

7. Write down the types of Regression.  

8. What is the Measure of Trend?  

9. What do you mean by Finite probability Space?  

10. What is the property of Liner regression?  

11. Find out probable error n=64 r=0.6  

12. Find out which co-relation is more significant  

a. Boys r=0.37 P.E = 0.072  

b. Girls r=0.29 P.E=0.025  

13. Find out limit of Correlation r=0.6 n=64  

14. What is the probability of flipping a coin and not landing on heads?  

15. What is the probability of drawing a number card less than 4 from a standard deck of cards?  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. Explain data collection in detail.  

2. Differentiate between Sample and Census  

3. Difference between Classification and Tabulation.  

4. Explain various set operators.  

5. Difference between union and intersection of set.  

6. Difference between permutation and combination  

7. If A={1,2,3,4},B={4,5,6,7} by using Venn diagram find AUB , A∩B  

8. If A={x:x ɛ N, x is a factor of 63}  

1. B={x:x ɛ N , x is a factor of 8}  

2. Find A-B and B-A  

9. A student must answer 3 out of 5 essay questions in a test. In How many ways can student select the 

question?  

10. 1st, 2nd, 3rd prizes are to be awarded at an engineering for in which 13 exhibits have been entered. In how 

many different ways can the prize be awarded?  
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11. What is Venn diagram? Explain with an example.  

12. Explain union of set with Venn diagram.  

13. What is complement of set explain with example.  

14. What are different laws of set  

15. Write a note on Singleton and finite set.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. What is logarithm? Explain law of logarithm with example.  

2. Difference between common log and natural log.  

3. Solve for x  

a. Log4(x-3)+log4(x+3)=2  

b. Log x-(1/3) log8=log 7  

4. Solve for base e  

a. 7e2x+2.5=20  

b. e x+1=30  

5. if log N=2logx_log y then solve for N in terms of x and y.  

6. The prize of z machine depreciated by 10% every year if the machine is brought for 18000 and sold after 3 

years what prize will it fetch?  

7. What are the types of errors? Explain.  

8. The 35th term of an Arithmetic progression is 69. Find the sum of its 69 term.  

9. How many terms of Geometric progression have their sum 8184?  

10. Given function f(x)=3x+1  

a. f(2)  

b. f(-1)  

c. f(6)  

11. Evaluate  

1. a.  

 
12. Convert given sum in sigma notation  

a. 1+1/2+1/3+1/4+----------------1/n  

13. Find the sum  

a. (1-c2+c4)-(-5c3-3c2+c4)  

b. (10a-5b2+8)+(-3b+7b2-3)  

c. (5x-3y+2z)+(4x+y-3z)  

14. Simplify  

a. [(7-a) x 3- 5 x (2-a)] x 4  

b. 2(2x-3y)-[8(8-4y)-(2x-y)]  

c. -8-{-8a-[-8a-(-8a)]}  

15. Differentiate between Geometric Progression and Arithmetic Progression.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. Describe the merits and demerits of mean.  

2. Following is the frequency distribution of marks obtained by 50 students in a test of Statistics. Calculate 

mean and mode.  
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3. Calculate standard deviation for the following  

a. 12, 17, 14, 11, 21 ,28, 27, 29, 38.  

4. Compute the mean and median for the distribution given below  

 

Value x  Frequency f  

20  2  

29  4  

30  4  

39  3  

44  2  

5. Find the mean deviation about mode of a numerical data set. 109 112 109 110 109 107 104 104 104 111 

111 109 109 104 104  

6. Find the quartile deviation of the given data. 10, 12, 34, 34, 45, 23, 42, 36, 34, 22, 20, 27, 33.  

7. Compute the quartile deviation for the distribution given below  

Value x  Frequency f  

20  

29  

30  

39  

44  

 

      2  

      4  

      4  

      3  

      2  

 

8. For a group of 50 male workers the mean and standard deviation of their daily wages are Rs. 63 and Rs.9 

respectively. For a group of 40 female workers these values are Rs.54 and Rs.6 respectively. Find the mean 

and variance of the combined group of 90 workers.  

9. Find the combined Standard Deviation from the following data.  

                            A  B  

No of 

Observations  
100  150  

Average  250  420  

S.D.  10  6.4  

10.Find the coefficient of variation 100, 145, 170, 150?  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. Calculate and analyze the correlation coefficient between the number of study hours and the number of 

sleeping hours of different students.  

Number of 

Study Hours  

2  4  6  8  10  

Number of 

Sleeping Hours  

10  9  8  7  6  

2. From the following data, compute the coefficient of correlation between X and Y  

                                       X Series               Y Series  

Number of Items  15 15 

Arithmetic Mean  25 18 
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Sum of Square Deviations  136 138 

The summation of the products of the deviations of X and Y series from their arithmetic means = 122. 

3. Find Spearman's rank correlation coefficient between X and Y for this set of data:  

    XX  13  20  22  18  19  11  10  15  

    YY  17  19  23  16  20  10  11  18  

4. A bag contains 2 red, 3 green and 2 blue balls. Two balls are drawn at random. What is the probability that 

none of the balls drawn is blue?  

5. From a pack of 52 cards, two cards are drawn together at random. What is the probability of both the cards 

being kings?  

6. Prove that P(AUB)=P(A)+P(B)-P(AB).  

7. Fit a least square line for the following data. 

X  1  2  3  4  5  

Y  2  5  3  8  7  

 

8. From the following data calculate correlation coefficient:  

Σx = 247 Σy = 486 Σxy = 20,485 Σx2 = 11,409 Σy2 = 40,022 n = 6 

9. Two dice are rolled, find the probability that the sum is a) equal to 1 b) equal to 4 c) less than 13  

10.A box contains three coins: two regular coins and one fake two-headed coin (P(H)=1P(H)=1), You pick a 

coin at random and toss it. What is the probability that it lands heads up?  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. Explain the role of statistics in business.  

2. Explain various set operator in detail.  

3. Explain permutation and combination in detail with example.  

4. Prove the associative law of set by Venn diagram.  

5. Prove the commutative law of set by Venn diagram.  

6. Let A = {1, 2, 3, 5, 6}, B = {3, 4, 6, 8} be two subsets of the universal set ξ = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}Draw 

Venn diagrams to represent the following sets:  

(a) A'  

(b) B'  

(c) A ∪ B  

(d) A ∩ B  

(e) (A ∪ B)'  

(f) (A ∩ B)'  

7. Let A = {1, 2, 3, 5, 6}, B = {3, 4, 6, 8} be two subsets of the universal set ξ = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}  

Draw Venn diagrams to represent the following sets:  

(a) A'  

(b) B'  

(c) A ∪ B  

(d) A ∩ B  

(e) (A ∪ B)'  

(f) (A ∩ B)'  

8. Explain set and types of set.  

9. Explain verification of law using Venn Diagram.  

10. Write importance and limitation of statistics.  
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Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. Solve  

a. log(x+5) - log(x-1) = 1-log2  

b. log(x+2) + log(x-7) = 2.log(x-4)  

2. Solve for x the following logarithmic equations:  

a. log2 x = 3  

b. logx 8 = 3  

c. log3 x = 1  

d. log5.6 x = 0  

e. log2 (3x + 1) = 4  

3. Find the interest on 1000 at 4% per annum compounded for 5.5 years.  

4. How many terms are there in the geometric progression 2, 4, 8, . . ., 128 ?  

5. Find the 10th and 20th terms of the GP with first term 3 and common ratio 2.  

6. An arithmetic series has first term 4 and common difference 1 2 . Find (i) the sum of the first 20 terms, (ii) 

the sum of the first 100 terms.  

7. F(t)= 2t2+4 find  

a. f(x)  

b. f(2x)  

c. f(-x)  

d. f(4x+2)  

e. f(3x+5)  

8. Explain function with example in detail.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. Calculate the arithmetic mean of the daily income of 10 families  

a. Families 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  

b. Income Rs. 18 20 35 55 38 54 100 85 37 53  

2. Compute the geometric mean from the following data:  

a. Marks               0-10  10-20  20-30  30-40  40-50  

b. No. of student       5       7       15        25      8  

3. Calculate the Arithmetic mean, Geometric mean and Harmonic mean from the following frequency 

distribution.  

a. Variable : 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11  

b. Frequency : 2 5 9 14 15 8 6 3 1  

4. Calculate median and mode from the following data:  

a. Class :       0-7  7-14  14-21  21-28  28-35  35-42  

b. Frequency : 7      11      24      19        12        9  

5. Calculate standard deviation from the following data regarding the marks obtained by students in an 

Accountancy practical test:  

a. Marks                  1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8    9  

b. No. of students     32 41 57 98 123 83  46    17  3  

6. Compute the standard deviation and mean deviation from the following data:  

a. Class (X) : 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70  

b. Frequency (f) : 8 12 17 14 9 7 4  
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Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. Calculate Skewness from the following distribution:  

i. X 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

ii. F 5 7 3 1 4 6 9  

2. Calculate Karl Pearson’s Coefficient of Skewness for the following data  

 25 15 23 40 27 25 23 25 20  

3. From the following data find the coefficient of correlation .  

 X: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  

 Y: 9 8 10 12 11 13 14 16 15  

4. Fit a straight line regression of Y on X from the following table:  

 X: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  

 Y: 2 1 3 2 4 3 5  

5. What is the probability of throwing two dice and getting the sum of the fallen numbers greater than 3?  

6. What is the probability of throwing one dice and get :  

a) the even number  

b) the number divisible by three  

c) the number less than six ?  

7. Explain the procedure of curve fitting.  

8. Explain in detail Time series analysis.  

 

4T2- BUSINESS LAWS 

UNIT Q.No. Questions Marks 

I  THE INDIAN CONTRACT ACT - 1872  

 1 Define Indian contract act, 1872, What is the application of Indian 

contract act 1872? 

8 

 2 What are the essentials of valid contract? 8 

 3 Define void agreement, When an agreement is declared void? 8 

 4 Define offer. What are the essential elements of a valid contract? 8 

 5 Who is minor? Explain the position of minor agreement. 8 

 6 What is meant by consideration? Explain its characteristics. 8 

 7 What is meant by free consent? 8 

 8 Explain legality of object. 8 

 9 Explain contingent contract along with the example. 8 

 10 Mention the modes of discharge of contract. 8 

 11 What are the various mode of creating the agency? 8 

II  THE SALE OF GOODS ACT, 1930 & IT ACT, 2000  

 1 Describe the scope of the sale of Goods Act, 1930. 8 

 2 How contract of sale is formulated? 8 

 3 Explain the rules relating to conditions & warranties. 8 

 4 What are the various rules regarding transfer of property? 8 

 5 Write a note on performance of contract of sale. 8 

 6 Write a note on unpaid seller. 8 

 7 What is sale by auction? Mention the rules pertaining to sale by auction? 8 
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 8 Define IT act 2000. Also explain the various schemes. 8 

 9 What are the various provisions related to electronic governance? 8 

 10 Write a note on Digital signature. 8 

 11 What is cyber regulations appellate tribunal? Explain in detail. 8 

III  INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932 & LLP ACT, 2008  

 1 Explain Partnership act, 1932 8 

 2 Explain types of partner. 8 

 3 Write a note on Rights of partners. 8 

 4 Write a note on duties of partners. 8 

 5 Explain Reconstitution of the Partnership firm. 8 

 6 Explain LLP. 8 

 7 Discuss the various modes of winding up. 8 

 8 What do you mean by Co-ownership? 8 

 9 What is general partnership? 8 

 10 Explain features of LLP. 8 

IV  NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS ACT, 1881  

 1 Explain the Negotiable Instrument act. 8 

 2 Explain the term promissory note. 8 

 3 Explain the concept of Bill of Exchange. 8 

 4 Write a note on Types of Bills of Exchange. 8 

 5 Write a note on Cheque. 8 

 6 Explain the various types of crossing cheques. 8 

 7 Illustrate the difference between cheque and bill of exchange. 8 

 8 Explain the term bouncing of cheques. 8 

 9 Explain Material Alteration along with the example. 8 

 10 Distinguish between Negotiation and Assignment. 8 

 

 

4T3 – CORE JAVA  

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks) 

UNIT – I 

1. What is JAVA?  

 

2. Define Applet.  

 

3. Define SDK and JDK.  

 

4. Write down the syntax of main() method in JAVA.  

 

5. Write down different types of comments in JAVA.  

 

6. What is the use of System.out.println()?  

 

7. What is variable?  
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8. Define instance variable.  

 

9. Write down any two rules of declaring variable.  

 

10. Write down the purpose of println() method.  

 

11. What is the use of java.io.BufferedReader?  

 

12. Write down any two decision making statements in JAVA.  

 

13. Define String class.  

 

14. Write down the purpose of length().  

 

15. What is random number?  

 

16. What is the use of java.util.Random class?  

 

17. Write down any two decision making statements in Java.  

 

18. Write down the syntax of creating a one dimensional array.  

 

19. Write down the syntax of creating atwo dimensional array.  

 

20. What is the purpose of fortune teller project?  

 

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. What is loop?  

 

2. What do you mean by nested loop?  

 

3. Define exception.  

 

4. Why exception occurs?  

 

5. How we can declare a class in JAVA?  

 

6. Define member variable.  

 

7. Write down the syntax of method declaration.  

 

8. Define parameter.  

 

9. Define method overloading  
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10. Define static method.  

 

11. Define method overriding  

 

12. What is component?  

 

13. What is event?  

 

14. Define component.  

 

15. What is the use of jawa.awt package?  

 

16. What is the purpose of TextArea?  

 

17. What is the use of Graphics Class?  

 

18. Write down the purpose of Checkbox component?  

 

19. Write down the purpose of Choice component?  

 

20. Write down the purpose of TextField component?  

 

 

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. Write down the purpose of layout manager.  

 

2. What is the default direction of FlowLayout ?  

 

3. What is the use of GridLayout?  

 

4. Write down two constructors of BorderLayout.  

 

5. What is the use of GridBagLayout?  

 

6. What is the use of CardLayout?  

 

7. What is Event?  

 

8. What is Event source?  

 

9. When MouseEvent is generated?  

 

10. Write down any two types of Window Event.  

 

11. Define applet.  
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12. What is Applet Class?  

 

13. Write down different methods used in Applet.  

 

14. What is the use of paint()?  

 

15. What is the use of <param>tag?  

 

16. Write down the syntax of drawImage() method.  

 

17. What is the use of getImage() method?  

 

18. What is URL?  

 

19. What is the purpose of getAudioClip()?  

 

20. What is the use of showStatus() method?  

 

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. What is the purpose of Graphics Class?  

 

2. Write down the syntax of drawLine method.  

 

3. Write down the syntax of drawRect method.  

 

4. Write down the syntax of drawRoundRect method.  

 

5. Write down the syntax of draw3DRect method.  

 

6. Write down the name of methods used to draw and fill oval.  

 

7. What is the purpose of drawstring method?  

 

8. What is the use of FontMetrics class?  

 

9. Write two methods used in Block class.  

 

10. Define inner class.  

 

11. Write down the purpose of FileReader class.  

 

12. Write down the purpose of FileWriter class.  

 

13. What is the use of createBlock() method in block game application.  
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14. What is the purpose of MinePatrol Game?  

 

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. Explain any two reasons to learn Java.  

 

2. Why Java is distributed programming language?  

 

3. Explain any two characteristics of Java.  

 

4. How to compile program in Java.  

 

5. How to run program in Java.  

 

6. Explain each term in pubic static void main(String args[]).  

 

7. Differentiate single line comment and multi-line comment.  

 

8. Define instance variable and class variable.  

 

9. Write down the purpose of print() and println() method.  

 

10. Explain conditional operator with example.  

 

11. Explain any three string methods in Java.  

 

12. Explain any three methods of java.util.Random class.  

 

13. Explain any three methods of Math class.  

 

14. How to assign memory locations to array? Explain.  

 

15. Write a simple program to demonstrate if statement in Java.  

 

16. How to generate larger than 1 value using random method?  

 

17. Write down syntax and purpose of nextInt() method.  

 

18. Explain operator precedence.  

 

19. Write down the purpose of Fortune Teller program.  

 

20. Write down the purpose of java.io.* package.  
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Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. What do you mean by counting backwards?  

 

2. Explain the syntax of while loop.  

 

3. Why an exception occurs?  

 

4. Explain any three types of exception.  

 

5. Define the term ‘try’, ‘catch’ and ‘throw’  

 

6. Explain the purpose of number guesser project.  

 

7. Explain field modifier.  

 

8. Explain syntax of method declaration.  

 

9. How to create an object in Java?  

 

10. Define the term method overloading.  

 

11. Explain static method.  

 

12. Define the term method overriding.  

 

13. Write down the purpose of any three component methods.  

 

14. Write down the purpose of any three graphics class methods.  

 

15. Explain any two constructors of Frame class.  

 

16. Explain any two methods of Label Component.  

 

17. Explain any two methods of TextField Component.  

 

18. Explain any two methods of List Component.  

 

19. Explain any two methods of Menu Component.  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. Explain Layout manager.  

 

2. Explain any two constructors of FlowLayout manager.  

 

3. What is the purpose of GridLayout component? Write down any one constructor of GridLayout.  
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4. Write down the purpose of any three constants of BorderLayout  

 

5. Write down the purpose of CardLayout manager and write down its constructor  

 

6. Explain event source.  

 

7. Write down any three constructors of ActionEvent  

 

8. Write down any three constructors of WindowEvent.  

 

9. Write down any three constructors of FocusEvent.  

 

10. Explain any two methods in MouseEvent  

 

11. Describe any two methods of Applet class.  

 

12. Write down the purpose of CODE, WIDTH and CODEBASE attributes used in applet.  

 

13. Describe any three tags used in applet.  

 

14. Explain any two applet methods.  

 

15. Explain the purpose of <param> tag  

 

16. How to play sound file in applet?  

 

17. Write down the purpose of showStatus method?  

 

18. Write down the purpose and syntax of drawImage method.  

 

19. Write down the purpose and syntax of getImage method.  

 

20. Explain the purpose of QuizShow project.  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. Explain Graphics class.  

 

2. Write down the syntax and purpose of drawLine method.  

 

3. Write down any three methods used to draw rectangle.  

 

4. How to draw and fill 3D rectangle?  

 

5. Write down the syntax and purpose of drawPolygon and fillPolygon method.  
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6. Explain any three methods of Font class.  

 

7. Explain any three methods of FontMetrics class.  

 

8. Write down the syntax and purpose of drawImage method.  

 

9. Explain any two constructor of Color class  

 

10. Write down any three BlockGrid methods.  

 

11. Write down the purpose of PlayAreaEvent class  

 

12. Write down different methods used to read and write file.  

 

13. Which methods are used to keeping score in Block game?  

 

14. Explain Swing package.  

 

15. Write down step for creating our Lightweight Components.  

 

16. Write down any three tags used in javadoc utility  

 

17. Write down any three MineCellListner interface  

 

18. How to test MineCell class.  

 

19. List the events generated by MineFieldEvent class.  

 

20. What is the purpose of MinePatrolapplication.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. What is Java? Why learn Java?  

 

2. Write procedure for installing and setting up the Java SDK on window.  

 

3. Explain the structure of Java program.  

 

4. What is comment? Explain different types of comments in Java.  

 

5. Write down the syntax of main() method and explain each keyword in the syntax.  

 

6. Explain print() and println() method.  

 

7. What is operator? Explain increment and decrement operators with example.  

 

8. Explain Hello Web Applet.  
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9. Write down stepwise procedure to running the Applet.  

 

10. What is variable? Explain scope of variable.  

 

11. Describe built-in data types in Java.  

 

12. Explain any two I/O classes with example.  

 

13. What is string? Write down syntax and purpose of any two string methods.  

 

14. What is the purpose of java.util.Random Class? Write down syntax and purpose of any two methods of 
Random class.  

 

15. Write down the purpose of any five methods of Math Class.  

 

16. How to specify a range in random numbers? Explain.  

 

17. Explain if statement with its syntax and example.  

 

18. What is array? How to declare and initialize an array?  

 

19. Define one –dimensional array. Write a program to find average of 5 elements of an array.  

 

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. What is loop? Explain for loop in detail.  

 

2. How for loop is use in counting backward? Explain with example.  

 

3. Explain nested for loop with example.  

 

4. What is exception? Explain any four exception types.  

 

5. Explain try/catch/finally block.  

 

6. Define method. Write down its syntax and example.  

 

7. How to access member variables and methods in Java.  

 

8. Discuss method overloading with example.  

 

9. Discuss static method with example.  

 

10. What is inheritance? Explain single inheritance with example.  
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11. What is inheritance? Explain multilevel inheritance with example.  

 

12. Discuss method overriding with example.  

 

13. Define Frame class. Explain UselessFrame application.  

 

14. Explain Label component in detail.  

 

15. Explain Button component in detail.  

 

16. Explain TextField component in detail.  

 

17. Explain Checkbox component in detail.  

 

18. Explain PopupMenu component in detail.  

 

19. Explain Menu component in detail.  

 

20. Explain Choice component in detail.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. Explain the working of AdvancedMadLib application  

 

2. What is Layout manager? Explain null layout manager with example.  

 

3. Describe FlowLayout in detail.  

 

4. Describe GridLayout in detail.  

 

5. Describe BorderLayout in detail.  

 

6. Explain any two methods of CardLayoutclass  

 

7. Explain constructors of ActionEvent  

 

8. Explain any five types of WindowEvent.  

 

9. Explain any five MouseEvent.  

 

10. Explain any five AdjustmentEvent.  

 

11. Describe QuizShow applet.  

 

12. Differentiate Applet and Application.  

 

13. Explain any four methods of Applet Class.  
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14. Explain any five HTML tags in applet.  

 

15. How to include applet in a web page? Explain.  

 

16. How to pass parameters to applet? Explain.  

 

17. Define applet. Explain stop() and destroy() method in applet.  

 

18. How to print status message? Explain.  

 

19. Explain procedure for playing sound file in applet.  

 

20. Explain procedure for loading and displaying in applet.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. Explain method used to draw lines. Write down its syntax and explain it.  

 

2. Explain different methods used to draw and fill rectangle.  

 

3. Explain different methods used to draw and fill 3D rectangle.  

 

4. Explain different methods used to draw and fill oval.  

 

5. Explain any two methods used to draw and fill polygon.  

 

6. Explain drawImage() method.  

 

7. Write down purpose of any five Font Class methods.  

 

8. Write down purpose of any five FontMetrics Class methods.  

 

9. What is the purpose of Color Class? Explain any two constructors of Color class.  

 

10. Explain any two Block Class methods.  

 

11. Explain any five BlockGrid methods.  

 

12. Explain PlayAreaEvent class.  

 

13. Explain PlayAreaListner interface.  

 

14. Explain inner class.  

 

15. Write down several steps for creating own Lightweight component.  
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16. Explain abstract class.  

 

17. Explain javadoc utility.  

 

18. Describe MinePatrol application.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – I 

2. What is Java? Describe various characteristics of Java.  

 

3. Write down the procedure of installing and setting up the Java SDK on different Window platform.  

 

4. Describe the procedure of compiling and running Java program.  

 

5. Write down the structure of Java program. Explain it with suitable example.  

 

6. Write down the program of NameGame Application and explain it.  

 

7. Describe various data types in Java.  

 

8. What is operator? Explain any three types of operator with example.  

 

9. What is operator precedence? Explain it with suitable example.  

 

10. What is the String? Write down syntax and purpose of any four string method.  

 

11. Discuss various packages used to get input from user.  

 

12. Explain switch statement with suitable example.  

 

13. What is array? How to create, initialized and assign memory locations to an array.  

 

14. What is the purpose of Math Class? Write down syntax and purpose of any four Math Class methods.  

 

15. Explain the concept of specifying a range to generate random number with suitable example.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. Discuss the concept of counting forward and counting backward with loop using suitable example.  

 

2. Explain while loop and do-while loop with suitable example.  

 

3. Define loop. Explain the concept of nested for loops with proper example.  

 

4. What is Exception? Why Exception occurs? Write down different types of exception and its causes.  

 

5. Discuss try/catch/finally blocks with suitable example.  
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6. Discuss method overloading and method overriding with suitable example.  

 

7. What is the purpose of access modifiers? Discuss various access modifiers in Java with example.  

 

8. What is method? Write down its syntax. Explain passing parameters to method with example.  

 

9. Discuss the concept of extending a class. Explain multilevel inheritance with proper example.  

 

10. Discuss the concept of extending a class. Explain single inheritance with proper example.  

 

11. What do you mean by Component? Write any eight methods and its purpose of Component.  

 

12. Define Frame class. Explain its constructors and two methods with example.  

 

13. Discuss any two components with example.  

 

14. Define Graphic Class. Write down any four methods of Graphics class and its purpose.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. Discuss Layout manager. Also explain null layout manager with example.  

 

2. Discuss FlowLayout with suitable example.  

 

3. Discuss GridLayout with suitable example.  

 

4. Discuss BorderLayout with suitable example.  

 

5. Discuss the concept of handling ItemEvent.  

 

6. Discuss the concept of handling MouseEvent.  

 

7. Explain different types of WindowEvent.  

 

8. Define Applet. Explain Applet skeleton in detail.  

 

9. What is the purpose of Applet class? Write down any four Applet Class methods and its purpose.  

 

10. How to pass parameters to Applet? Explain with example.  

 

11. What is applet? Discuss various applet methods.  

 

12. How to load and display image in Applet? Explain in detail.  

 

13. Explain the working of getDocumentBase() method and getCodeBase() method.  
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14. Write down syntax and purpose of following  

 

drawString()  

 

paint()  

 

showStatus()  

 

drawImage()  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. Explain Graphics class and its two methods with suitable example.  

 

2. Explain four different methods of Graphics class for drawing rectangle.  

 

3. Explain different methods for drawing and filling 3D rectangle.  

 

4. Explain different methods for drawing and filling arcs.  

 

5. Describe following string methods  

 

drawstring()  

 

drawChars()  

 

drawBytes()  

 

6. Write down the purpose of Font class. Explain any four methods of Font Class  

 

7. Discuss various Block Class methods.  

 

8. Discuss any four BlockGrid Methods.  

 

9. What is the purpose of PlayArea class in Block game application? Also Explain  

 

PlayAreaEvent class  

 

PlayAreaListener Interface  

 

Firing PlayAreaEvents.  

 

10. Define Color class and explain its various constructors in detail.  

 

11. Discuss the concept of inner class with suitable example.  

 

12. Explain the concept of reading and writing files in Java.  
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13. Discuss  

 

Abstract class  

 

The javadoc utility  

 

14. Explain following  

 

The MineFieldEvent class  

 

The MineFieldListener interface  

 

The MineField class  

 

 

4T4 – PHP / My SQL 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks) 

UNIT – I 

 

1. What is Echo Statement?  

2. What is Print Statement?  

3. What is HTTP Protocol?  

4. What is variable in PHP?  

5. What is # statement in PHP?  

6. What is <?php?  

7. What is action in form control?  

8. What is method in Form control?  

9. What is Server Page?  

10. What is Client page?  

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks) 

UNIT – II 

1. What is Form Control in PHP?  

2. What is Concatenating String in PHP?  

3. What is New Line Feed in PHP?  

4. What is decision making in PHP?  

5. What is crypt() in PHP?  

6. What is Strcmp() in PHP?  

7. What is strstr() in PHP?  

8. What is strops() in PHP?  

9. What is syntax of if.. else in PHP?  

10. What is asort() in PHP?  

11. What is ksort() in PHP?  
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12. What is index array in PHP?   

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks) 

UNIT – III 

1. What is a CSS template?  

2. What is include in PHP?  

3. What is require in PHP?  

4. What is date function?  

5. What is constants?  

6. What is Y,y and n in date() function?  

7. What is cookies in PHP?  

8. What is session in PHP?  

9. What is function call in PHP?  

10. What is return statement in function?  

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks) 

UNIT – IV 

1. What is file permission?  

2. What is fopen function?  

3. What is fread() function?  

4. What is fclose function?  

5. What is MySql?  

6. What is connect in MySql?  

7. What is use command in MySql?  

8. Write down the syntax of create database command.  

9. What is NULL in MySql?  

10. What is AUTO_INCREMENT in MySql?  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks) 

UNIT – I 

1. Differentiate between Print and Echo.  

2. How we give the comments in PHP?  

3. Write and explain PHP program syntax.  

4. How to create variable in PHP?  

5. What is GET method?  

6. What is POST method?  

7. What is debugging in PHP?  

8. How to send html to browser?  

9. Write Characteristics of PHP.  

10. What is PHP Parser?  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks) 

UNIT – II 

1. Write a PHP program to concatenate two strings.  

2. Explain any three string functions in PHP.  
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3. Explain strtolower() and strtoupper().  

4. Write a note on if.. else statement?  

5. What is super global Variable?  

6. What is nested if..else statement?  

7. What is function in PHP?  

8. What is library function in PHP?  

9. What is empty() in PHP?  

10. What is associative array in PHP?  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks) 

UNIT – III 

1. Write a note on Template in PHP.  

2. Write a note on mail() function.  

3. How to set Cookies in PHP?  

4. Write a note on delete session in PHP.  

5. Write a note on modify cookies in PHP.  

6. What is session variable in PHP.  

7. Write a note delete cookies.  

8. What is isset() function?  

9. What is session_start() function?  

10. What is htmlspecialchars() function?  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks) 

UNIT – IV 

1. What is GRANT Command?  

2. How to create database and table MySql?  

3. Write down mysql_connect() function in MySql?  

4. Write down mysql_query() function in MySql?  

5. Write down mysql_fetch_array() function MySql?  

6. Write down mysql_num_rows() function in MySql  

7. Write down the syntax and example insert command in MySql.  

8. Write down the syntax and example Update Command in MySql.  

9. Write down the syntax and example Date() function in MySql.  

10. Write down the syntax and example delete command in MySql.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks) 

UNIT – I 

1. Explain different types of variables in PHP.  

2. Explain form control in detail.  

3. Write a note Comments in PHP.  

4. Explain different Debugging steps in PHP.  

5. Differentiate between Server Pages and Client Pages.  

6. Explain comparison operators in PHP.  

7. Explain the syntax of PHP program. Write a program to find square of 2.  
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Part - C (Each question carries Five marks) 

UNIT – II 

1. Explain any four String function with example.  

2. What is function? Explain user defined function with example.  

3. What is array? Explain associative array with example.  

4. Write a note on switch statement in PHP.  

5. Explain if.. else statement. Write a program to print all even numbers from 1 to 100.  

6. Explain for loop with example.  

7. Explain array_splice() in PHP with example.  

8. List and explain all sort functions in PHP.  

9. Explain isset() function with example.  

10. Explain any three super Global Variable with example.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks) 

UNIT – III 

1. Explain date function with five formatting character.  

2. What is include statement explain with example.  

3. What is require statement explain with example.  

4. What is the difference between include and require statement.  

5. Explain any two validation function with example.  

6. How to send email in PHP? Explain with example.  

7. Explain manipulating HTTP header with example.  

8. Write note on cookies in PHP.  

9. Write a note on session in PHP.  

10. Write a note on $_SERVER['REQUEST_METHOD'].  

11. What is function in PHP? Explain User defined function with example.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks) 

UNIT – IV 

1. Explain How to insert values from table in MySql.  

2. Explain different data types in MySql.  

3. Explain How to delete values from table in MySql.  

4. Explain REVOKE command in MySql.  

5. Explain UPDATE Command in MySql.  

6. Explain mysql_fetch_array() function with example.  

7. What is foreign key? Explain in detail with example.  

8. How to get information about Database and Table? Explain.  

9. Explain REGEXP in MySql.  

10. Explain any three date function with example.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks) 

UNIT – I 

1. Write a note on PHP, Explain How PHP Works in detail.  

2. Explain in detail the role of Web Browser in detail.  

3. Explain GET and POST method in detail.  
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4. What is Variable? Explain different types of variables.  

5. Explain super Global variable in PHP? Explain with example.  

6. What is manually sending data to a form? Explain with example.  

7. What is Validation? Explain Different types of validations in detail.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks) 

UNIT – II 

1. Explain in detail PHP Conditional Statement.  

2. Explain different LOOPS in PHP with example.  

3. What is array? Explain different types of array in detail with example.  

4. Explain Sorting of array in detail.  

5. Explain any five string functions with example.  

6. What is function in PHP? Explain different types of functions with example.  

7. Explain if…else statement in PHP with example.  

8. Explain Switch statement with example.  

9. Explain Index array and Associative array in detail.  

10. Explain foreach loop in detail.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks) 

UNIT – III 

1. Explain date function with 10 formatting characters.  

2. Explain in detail cookies with example.  

3. Explain in detail session with example .  

4. What is function? Explain types of function in detail.  

5. How to create, modify, delete cookies in PHP? Explain.  

6. How to create ,modify, delete session in PHP? Explain.  

7. Explain in detail validation functions in PHP.  

8. Explain include and require functions in detail.  

9. What is call by value and call by reference? Explain with example.  

10. What is filter_var() function ? Write a program to validate email-id with proper message.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks) 

UNIT – IV 

1. Explain MySql Privileges in detail.  

2. Write a note on MySql Error Handling.  

3. Explain any five date functions in MySql.  

4. What is Pattern Matching in MySql? Explain.  

5. How to Connect PHP with MySql? Explain.  

6. Explain the process of Creating Table, Deleting table in MySql.  

7. Explain any ten Data types in MySql with example.  
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QUESTION BANK 

CLASS- BCCA-V SEM 

 

5T1 – COMPUTERISE ACCOUNTING USING TALLY 

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two)  

UNIT – I 

1. Write the procedure to open Tally ERP.9.  

2. How to shut a company?  

3. What is Tally ERP.9?  

4. List any two features of Tally ERP.9.  

5. List the components of Tally ERP.9 window.  

6. What do you mean by ‘Data Synchronization’ in Tally ERP.9?  

7. How to open the gateway of Tally Screen?  

8. What are the short cut keys to display the company features and to display the configuration menu 

in Tally ERP.9?  

9. How to open calculator in Tally ERP.9?  

10. What do you mean by stock group?  

11. What do you mean by stock category?  

12. What do you mean by stock item?  

13. What is compound unit?  

14. What do you mean by godown?  

15. Define ‘Unit of Measure’.  

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. Write down the major enhancement introduced in Tally ERP.9.  

2. Write a short note concurrent multi-lingual capability feature of Tally ERP.9.  

3. How to select a company in Tally ERP.9.  

4. Write down the steps to display stock group.  

5. Write down the steps to display multiple stock group.  

6. Write down the steps to display a single stock category.  

7. Write down the steps to alter a single stock category.  

8. Write down the steps to display a single stock item.  

9. Write down the steps to alter a single stock item.  

10. Write down the steps to display a multiple stock item.  
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11. Write down the steps to alter a multiple stock item.  

12. How to create a simple unit in Tally ERP.9?  

13. How to activate godown option in Tally ERP.9?  

14. How to display a single godown in Tally ERP.9?  

15. How to display unit of measure in Tally ERP.9?  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. Explain the features of Tally.  

2. How to delete a company in Tally ERP.9? Explain.  

3. Explain different buttons are available when Gateway of Tally screen appears.  

4. Explain product information bar appears at the bottom of Tally ERP.9 Window.  

5. Explain status bar appears at the bottom of Tally ERP.9 Window.  

6. How to alter a company in Tally ERP.9?  

7. Write down the steps to create Stock Group with screen.  

8. Write down the steps to alter a stock group.  

9. Write down the steps to alter a multiple stock group.  

10. Write down the steps to create Stock Categories with screen.  

11. How to create a compound unit in Tally ERP.9?  

12. How to alter a godown in Tally ERP.9.  

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. Write down the steps to create company in Tally ERP.9.  

2. Explain installation procedure of Tally ERP.9.  

3. Explain components of Tally ERP.9 window in detail.  

4. Write down the steps to create multiple Stock Group with screen.  

5. Write down the steps to create multiple Stock Categories with screen.  

6. Write down the steps to create single Stock items with screen.  

7. Write down the steps to create multiple Stock items with screen.  

8. Write down the steps to create unit with screen.  

9. Write down the steps to create single godowns with screen.  

10. Write down the steps to create multiple godowns with screen.  

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. Define Group.  

2. What is Ledger?  
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3. What is Voucher?  

4. Write down the steps to display Single Group in Tally ERP.9.  

5. Write down the steps to display Single Ledger in Tally ERP.9.  

6. Write a short note on Purchase Order in Tally ERP.9.  

7. Write a short note on Sales Order in Tally ERP.9.  

8. Write a short note on Invoice in Tally ERP.9.  

9. Write down the steps to display balance sheet in Detailed format  

10. Write down the steps to display the weekly Profit & Loss Account.  

11. Write down the steps to display Trail Balance in Detailed format  

12. Write down the steps to display Day Book Report for a particular period.  

13. Write down the steps to display Day Book Report for a particular Voucher.  

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. How to alter a single Group in Tally ERP.9.  

2. How to alter a single Ledger in Tally ERP.9.  

3. Write down the steps to display a Voucher in Tally ERP.9.  

4. Write down the steps to alter a voucher in Tally ERP.9.  

5. Write down the steps to alter a purchase Order in Tally ERP.9.  

6. Write down the steps to delete a Purchase Order in Tally ERP.9.  

7. Write down the steps to alter a Sales Order in Tally ERP.9.  

8. Write down the steps to delete a Sales Order in Tally ERP.9.  

9. Explain displaying the ledger-wise closing balance in a Trial Balance Report Tally ERP.9.  

10. Write down the steps to alter a column in stock summary report Tally ERP.9.  

11. Write down the steps to delete a column from the stock summary report Tally ERP.9.  

12. Write down the steps to delete a column from a Balance Sheet in Tally ERP.9.  

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. Explain the steps to create a single Group in Tally ERP.9.  

2. Explain the steps to create a Single Ledger in Tally ERP.9.  

3. Explain the Setting of Accounting Features in Tally ERP.9.  

4. Explain the setting of Inventory features in Tally ERP.9.  

5. Explain the setting of Statutory & Taxation Features in Tally ERP.9.  

6. Explain how to alter a voucher in Tally ERP.9.  

7. How to Configure Balance Sheet in Tally ERP.9.  

8. How to display Profit & Loss Account in a Different Currency in Tally ERP.9.  
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9. Explain the steps to view the stock category summary in Tally ERP.9.  

10. Explain the steps of display a trial balance Report for a Particular Date in Tally ERP.9.  

11. Explain Configuring a Day Book Report in Tally ERP.9.  

12. Explain displaying a Half Yearly Balance sheet in Tally ERP.9.  

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. Explain the steps to create a primary group in TallyERP.9.  

2. Explain the Steps to create a Multiple Groups in Tally ERP.9.  

3. Explain the steps to create a Multiple Ledger in Tally ERP.9.  

4. Explain the steps to create a voucher type in Tally ERP.9.  

5. Explain the steps to create a purchase orders in Tally ERP.9.  

6. Explain the steps to create sales orders in Tally ERP.9.  

7. Explain the Purchase Invoice entry with example in tally ERP.9.  

8. Explain the Sales Invoice entry with example in tally ERP.9.  

9. Explain the steps to print the invoice/ Voucher in Tally ERP.9.  

10. Explain how to configure the Profit & Loss Account in Tally ERP.9.  

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. What is payroll?  

2. What is pay slip?  

3. What is payroll information?  

4. What is payroll voucher?  

5. What is payroll report?  

6. Steps to create tax ledger  

7. Write down the steps to print TDS challan.  

8. Write down the steps to print TCS Report.  

9. What is Tax?  

10. What is TDS?  

11. What is TCS?  

12. What is VAT?  

13. What is Indian Tax Structure?  

14. What is TDS Challan?  

15. What is VAT report?  

16. What is Service Tax?  

17. Write the steps to create tax ledger.  

18. How to create TDS voucher?  

19. How to create TCS voucher?  

20. How to create VAT ledger?  
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Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. What do you mean by payroll voucher?  

2. How to print pay sheet in Tally?  

3. What is statement of payroll report?  

4. How to enable payroll in Tally ERP 9?  

5. Draw the chart showing payroll report  

6. What do you mean by pay slip?  

7. How to activate service Tax in Tally?  

8. Write down the types of VAT in Tally.  

9. What is VAT report?  

10. How to display service Tax reports in Tally?  

11. How to enable VAT in Tally?  

12. How to activate TDS in Tally ERP?  

13. How to configure VAT in Tally ERP?  

14. How to configure TCS in Tally?  

15. What is the procedure to view the TDS report?  

16. Differentiate between VAT and TDS.  

17. How print TDS challan in Tally ERP.9?  

18. How to access VAT report in Tally?  

19. How to access service tax report in Tally?  

20. Write short note on TCS report in Tally.  

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. What is Payroll? Explain its features.  

2. Explain Payroll reports in detail.  

3. Explain the needs of Payroll in Tally.ERP9.  

4. Explain the needs of Salary Report.  

5. Explain the Importance of Pay Sheet.  

6. How to create Employee details in Payroll info? Explain its creation screen.  

7. Explain Statutory and Taxation in detail.  

8. Explain the procedure to create Payroll Voucher.  

9. Explain the procedure to display Payroll Report with diagram.  

10. Explain working of VAT in Tally.ERP9.  

11. Explain working of TDS in Tally.ERP9.  

12. What is Service Tax? Explain in detail.  

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. What is Service Tax? Explain Service Tax reports in detail.  
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2. What is TDS? What are the benefits of TDS to Government?  

3. What is VAT Report? Explain Different types of VAT Reports.  

4. Demonstrate VAT transactions with any 05 entries.  

5. Demonstrate TDS transactions with any 05 entries.  

6. Explain the Features of TCS Report.  

7. Explain the procedure to create VAT reports in Tally ERP.9.  

8. What is Tax? Explain the structure of Indian Tax in detail.  

9. What is TDS? Write down the procedure to deduct tax in Tally ERP.9 in detail.  

10. What is TDS challan? Write down the steps in detail.  

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. Write down the steps to take back-up in Tally ERP 9.  

2. What are the Steps to restore data in Tally ERP.9.  

3. What is the Procedure of Migrating data in from Tally 7.2 to Tally ERP 9.  

4. List various security levels for company.  

5. Write down the Steps to create security control in Tally ERP 9.0  

6. Write the Procedures to connect the company to Tally.NET  

7. Write down any two configuring features in Tally .NET  

8. What is server login?  

9. Write any two Tally.NET Features.  

10. Define remote user.  

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. Write down the step of back up in Tally ERP 9.  

2. What do you mean by restoring of data?  

3. What is the use of E-mail in tally ERP 9.  

4. Define Tally.Net in Tally ERP.  

5. Write any four configuring features in Tally.Net.  

6. What do you mean by security in tally ERP 9?  

7. Write down the steps to create security levels in Tally ERP 9.  

8. What is security controls?  

9. What do you mean by logging as a remote user?  

10. Write short notes on Tally.Net server.  

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. What is Payroll? Explain its features.  

2. Explain Payroll reports in detail.  

3. Explain the needs of Payroll in Tally.ERP9.  

4. Explain the needs of Salary Report.  
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5. Explain the Importance of Pay Sheet.  

6. How to create Employee details in Payroll info? Explain its creation screen.  

7. Explain Statutory and Taxation in detail.  

8. Explain the procedure to create Payroll Voucher.  

9. Explain the procedure to display Payroll Report with diagram.  

10. Explain working of VAT in Tally.ERP9.  

11. Explain working of TDS in Tally.ERP9.  

12. What is Service Tax? Explain in detail.  

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. How to take back-up and restore the data in Tally.ERP9? Explain.  

2. Explain Horizontal button bar of Tally.ERP9.  

3. How to migrate data from Tally7.2 to Tally.ERP9? Explain with diagram.  

4. How to configure the Tally.NET in Tally.ERP9? Explain in detail.  

5. What is Security Level? How to create security levels in Tally.ERP9?  

6. What is Security Control? Write a procedure to create security control in Tally.ERP9.  

7. Explain the following terms—(1) Assigning securities levels (ii) Creating security controls.  

 

5T2 – VB.NET 

 
Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. What is .Net Framework?  

2. What is MSIL?  

3. What do you mean by executing code?  

4. What do you mean by console application?  

5. What is variable?  

6. What is module?  

7. What is IDE?  

8. List out the components of visual basic.net IDE.  

9. Define data type.  

10. What is comment?  

11. What is whitespace?  

12. What do you mean by iteration?  

13. What do you mean by Operator?  
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14. What are control flow statements?  

15. What is method?  

 

UNIT – II 

1. What is an array?  

2. How to declare an array in VB.Net?  

3. What is enumeration?  

4. What is Structure?  

5. What is collection?  

6. What o you mean by array list?  

7. What is event?  

8. What is form?  

9. What is use of property window?  

10. What is the use of label control?  

11. What is the use of button control?  

12. Difference between check box and radio button control?  

13. What is the use of color dialog box?  

14. What is use of solution Explorer Window?  

15. What is the use of save dialog box?  

UNIT – III 

1. Define menu.  

2. Write any three features of menu.  

3. What are context menus?  

4. What do you mean by debugging?  

5. Define syntax error. Give an example.  

6. What do you mean by exception?  

7. Write the syntax of try – catch block of VB.Net.  

8. What is object oriented programming?  

9. What is class?  

10. What is object?  

11. Define Constructor.  

12. Define Inheritance.  

13. What are the advantages of inheritance?  

14. What is namespace?  

15. What is the use of import statement in VB.Net?  
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UNIT – IV 

1. Define database.  

2. What is table?  

3. What do you mean by Query?  

4. What is DataSet?  

5. What is the purpose of OleDbConnection?  

6. What is the purpose of OleDbCommand?  

7. What do you mean by data binding?  

8. What is ADO.Net?  

9. What is the purpose of SqlConnection Class?  

10. What is the purpose of SqlDataAdapter class?  

11. What is deployment?  

12. What is XCOPY Deployment?  

13. What are the uses of Bootstrap Loader?  

14. What do you mean by Private Assemblies?  

15. What do you mean by ‘deploying a Web Applications’?  

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. What is the purpose of Common Language Specification?  

2. What is Common Type System?  

3. What is Common Language Runtime?  

4. What are the advantages of VB.Net?  

5. Write down the steps to install VB.Net.  

6. Differentiate Single-Precision Floating-Point Numbers and double-Precision Floating-Point 

Numbers with example.  

7. What is Select - Case Statement? Give an example.  

8. What do you mean by Case Else Statement? Give an example.  

9. How to declare a method? Give its syntax and example.  

10. Write down the syntax and example of If statement in VB.Net.  

11. Give an example of single line If statement.  

12. Write down the syntax and example of Do - Loop in VB.Net.  

13. Write down the syntax and example of Do Until - Loop in VB.Net.  

14. What do you mean by nested loop?  

15. Give an example of infinite loop.  

UNIT – II 

1. How to declare an array? Give an example.  
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2. What do you mean by ReDim Keyword in VB.Net?  

3. What is constant? Give an example.  

4. How to define structure in VB.Net? Give an example.  

5. Write down any three controls in VB.Net.  

6. Write down the purpose of any three events of VB.Net.  

7. What is Single Document Interface?  

8. What is Multiple Document Interface?  

9. What are enumerations?  

10. What is hash table?  

11. What is lookup table?  

12. Write down any three properties of Form control.  

13. Write down any three properties of Text Box in VB.Net.  

14. Write the syntax and example of Message Box in VB.Net.  

15. How to change the font of Text Box using Font Dialog Control?  

UNIT – III 

1. How to create menu bar in VB.Net?  

2. How to create context menu in VB.Net?  

3. How to create tool bar in VB.Net?  

4. Give an example of logical errors in VB.Net.  

5. How to set Break Points in VB.Net?  

6. What do you mean by ‘Debugging Using the Command Window’?  

7. What do you mean by ‘Debugging Using the Watch Window’?  

8. How to create an object in VB.Net? Give an example.  

9. How to create a class in VB.Net?  

10. What is method overriding?  

11. What do you mean by base class and derived class?  

12. How to create a constructor in VB.Net?  

13. Write down any two types of error in VB.Net.  

14. What do you mean by reusability?  

15. Write down the syntax and example of Try – Catch statement.  

UNIT – IV 

1. Explain Select Statement in SQL.  

2. What is the purpose of OleDbDataAdapter class?  

3. What is the purpose of DataView in VB.Net?  

4. What is the meaning of DataGrid Control?  
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5. What is the purpose of DataSource Property?  

6. Write down the syntax and example of Binding Controls.  

7. What do you mean by No Touch Deployment?  

8. How to creating a setup application for Paint?  

9. What do you mean by Shared Assemblies?  

10. What do you mean by ‘Deploying Desktop Applications’?  

11. Write any three Data Access Components in VB.Net.  

12. Write a note on System.Data namespace.  

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. Explain .Net framework classes in detail.  

2. How to execute an application in VB.Net? Explain.  

3. Write a note on common language runtime.  

4. Explain various data types supported by VB.Net.  

5. Why use methods? Explain with an example.  

6. Explain If- Else statement with example.  

7. Explain nested If statement with example.  

8. Explain For … Next Loop with its syntax and example.  

9. Explain For Each … Next Loop with its syntax and example.  

10. Explain While … End While Loop with its syntax and example.  

UNIT – II 

1. Write a note on ‘Passing Arrays as Parameters’.  

2. What is enumeration? Explain with an example.  

3. What is structure? Explain with an example.  

4. What is constant? Explain various constant with example in VB.net.  

5. Explain ArrayList with example in VB.Net.  

6. What do you mean by dynamic array? Explain with suitable example.  

7. Write down the steps to build a simple windows application in VB.Net.  

8. Explain the properties and methods of FontDialogBox control.  

9. Explain the properties and methods of OpenDialogBox control.  

10. Explain the properties and methods of PrintDialogBox control.  

UNIT – III 

1. How to set Check Marks and Radiochecks in menu bar in VB.Net.  

2. Create a context menu and perform action on mouse click in VB.Net.  

3. Explain various types of error in VB.Net.  

4. Write a note on ‘Debugging with the Locals Window’.  
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5. What do you mean by encapsulation? Explain.  

6. What is class? Explain with a suitable example.  

7. Explain constructor in details.  

8. Differentiate menu and context menu in VB.Net.  

9. Write a note on ‘Reusability’.  

10. Explain debugging techniques in detail.  

UNIT – IV 

1. Explain any two data access components in VB.Net.  

2. Explain ADO.NET Data Namespaces in detail.  

3. What is the purpose of ExecuteNonQuery Method? Explain.  

4. How to set SelectCommand to a Stored Procedure in VB.Net? Explain.  

5. Explain different Binding Controls in detail.  

6. Explain No Touch Deployment and XCOPY Deployment in detail.  

7. Write down the steps to create a Visual Studio .NET Setup Application.  

8. Write a note on Assemblies.  

9. Explain the Core of Deployment Using a Bootstrap Loader.  

10. Write a note on OlDbCommand and OleDbDataReader in VB.Net.  

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks) 

UNIT – I 

1. Differentiate DOS programming and Windows programming in detail.  

2. Explain .Net Framework architecture with suitable diagram.  

3. Write short notes on –  

a. Common Language Specification  

b. Common Type System  

4. Write short notes on –  

a. MSIL  

b. Common Language Runtime  

5. Explain Visual Basic .NET IDE in detail.  

6. Explain various control flow statements in details.  

7. Explain various looping statements available in VB.Net with their syntax and example.  

8. What is select – case statement? Write a program in VB.Net to demonstrate select – case 

statement.  

UNIT – II 

1. What is structure? Write its syntax and example. Differentiate structure and array in VB.Net.  

2. Explain Dynamic Array and ArrayList with suitable example.  

3. Explain MessageBox Dialog box in detail.  

4. How to build Lookup Tables with Hashtable in VB.Net? Explain.  
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5. Write down the steps to create the status bar and tool bar in VB.Net.  

6. Write down the steps to create and clear the edit box in VB.Net.  

7. Explain the properties and methods of following –  

a. FontDialogBox Control  

b. PaintDialogBox Control  

8. Explain the properties and methods of following –  

a. OpenDialogBox Control  

b. SaveDialogBox Control  

UNIT – III 

1. Explain menu and context menu in details.  

2. What is an error? Explain various types of error available in VB.Net.  

3. Explain debugging in detail.  

4. What is inheritance? Write a program in VB.Net to demonstrate the concept of inheritance.  

5. Write a Windows application using Context Menu to Cut, Copy, Paste Text using Rich Text Box 

Control.  

6. Explain .net framework classes in details.  

 

UNIT – IV 

1. What is database? Explain SQL statement in detail.  

2. Explain all the data access components in detail.  

3. Explain ADO.Net in detail.  

4. Explain properties and methods of DataSet Class.  

5. Explain the process of deployment in detail.  

6. Write a note on-  

a. Sql Command  

b. sql Data Adapter  

c. sql data set class  

d. data view  

7. Write a windows application to demonstrate the use of Data Grid View in VB.Net.  

8. Write a note on  

a. Data Source Property  

b. Data member Property  
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5T3 –  SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND  DESIGN 

 
Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. Define system  

2. Write any two characteristics of system  

3. What are the elements of system?  

4. Write the three types of system.  

5. What is SDLC?  

6. Define prototyping.  

7. Define system analyst.  

8. Write any one role of system analyst.  

9. What is MIS?  

10. What is the role of analyst in MIS organization?  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. What the characteristics of systems?  

2. Differentiate Formal or Informal and Physical or Abstract systems.  

3. Write the difference between Open or close and Manual or Automated system.  

4. What are the elements of systems?  

5. Differentiate structured analysis and structured design  

6. Why do organization need systems analysts?  

7. Who are the internal and external users of information system?  

8. Differentiate business analyst and system analyst.  

9. What is the role of system analyst as change agent?  

10. Write any three duties of system analyst.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. What is system? Explain the characteristics and types of system element.  

2. Write short note on MIS  

3. Explain the function of OAS.  

4. Explain decision supportive system in details.  

5. Differentiate data and information.  

6. Define system. Explain the objectives of system.  
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7. Describe the types of elements.  

8. Describe man made system in details.  

9. What are online and real time systems? Explain.  

10. What are the stages of feasibility study?  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. Define SDLC. Explain with all stages of SDLC.  

2. Describe implementation and post implementation in maintenance.  

3. Describe the role system analyst.  

4. Describe the role of data administrator.  

5. Write short note on:  

 

a)TPS b)OAS  

6. Explain Management Information System(MIS) in brief. Give and explain any four tools of MIS.  

7. Explain KWS in details.  

8. Describe expert system in an organization.  

9. Explain the term Organization, Interaction and interdependence of a system.  

10. Discuss the concepts of MIS and DSS .How are they related? How do they differ?  

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. Define information gathering.  

2. List out the different methods of information gathering.  

3. What are the different tools used for information gathering?  

4. What are the tools of structured analysis?  

5. Define feasibility study.  

6. What is questionnaire in information gathering?  

7. What is observation in information gathering?  

8. Define operational feasibility.  

9. What is a structured interview?  

10. Define cost benefit analysis.  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. Define information .What are different tools of Information Gathering?  

2. What is structured analysis? Differentiate decision trees and decision tables.  

3. What is an on-site observation? Write any three disadvantages of On –Site Observation.  
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4. Why initial investigation is important?  

5. Define DFD. Elaborate the symbols of DFD with example.  

6. What is data dictionary?  

7. How data dictionary is differ from traditional approach?  

8. What are the traditional information gathering tools are available for the analyst?  

9. List and explain the primary steps in interviews.  

10. Differentiate open ended and close ended with example.  

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. In what respect is interviewing an art? Explain.  

2. Differentiate structured and unstructured questionnaire.  

3. Describe the advantages and limitations of interviews and questionnaire.  

4. Explain the types of interviews.  

5. Describe the types of questionnaire.  

6. Why review of literature is important in information gathering?  

7. Why do we need the information?  

8. Write short note on:  

a. Data flow diagram  

b. Data dictionary  

9. Explain decision table and structured table.  

10. In what way data flow diagram and decision tree related?  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. Define information gathering. Describe tools for information gathering.  

2. What is structured analysis? Explain tools of structured analysis.  

3. Explain interviews and questionnaire with examples.  

4. Describe the importance of review of Literature, procedures and forms in information gathering.  

5. Write short note on -  

a. Data flow diagram  

b. Decision table and decision tree  

6. Describe all the phases of feasibility study.  

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. Define system design.  

2. What is logical design?  

3. What is physical design?  
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4. What is structured design?  

5. Define input data.  

6. Define output design.  

7. What is form?  

8. What are the types of forms?  

9. What are the requirements of form design?  

10. Differentiate snapout and fanfold form. 0 

11. Define file.  

12. Define sequential organization.  

13. Define entities.  

14. What is Attributes?  

15. Write any two objectives of data base.  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. What is logical and physical design?  

2. What is structured design? Explain any two of them.  

3. What is audit trail?  

4. What are the advantages of top-down design?  

5. Why audit consideration is important in system design?  

6. What is the goal of input design?  

7. Define data structure. What are the major types?  

8. What features does a relational DBMS offer?  

9. Differentiate sequential and indexed sequential files.  

10. What is documentation control?  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. Define process design. Explain logical and physical design.  

2. What is design methodology? Explain HIPO and IPO chart.  

3. Explain Documentation control.  

4. Define structured design .How it is related to DFD?  

5. Explain the key elements of a structure chart.  

6. How HIPO chart related to structured design? What are its objectives?  

7. What audit considerations are included in system design? Why they are important?  

8. What is the goal of input design?  
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9. Explain briefly three approaches for data entry.  

10. Describe form control.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. Describe the role of data administrator.  

2. Describe entities, attributes and their values with example.  

3. Distinguish between:  

a) Schema and subschema  

b) Logical and physical view of data  

c) Relation and Tuple  

4. Define Data structure. What are major types? Illustrate  

5. Differentiate Sequential and indexed sequential file organization with example.  

6. Define entities and attributes with example. Describe types of relationship among entities with the 

help of Entity – Relationship Diagram.  

7. Define relationship DBMS with its objectives and features.  

8. Describe hierarchy of files. Also explain sequential organization and indexed sequential 

organization.  

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. Define testing?  

2. What is error?  

3. What is system error?  

4. List out the types of system test.  

5. Define program testing.  

6. Define string testing.  

7. What is quality assurance?  

8. List out the factors for quality factors.  

9. What is implementation?  

10. What is conversion?  

11. What are the major activities in conversion?  

12. Define hardware and software.  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. Why do we test system? Explain.  

2. Elaborate the importance of testing.  
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3. What are the types of test data are used in system testing?  

4. What is syntax error? How it is differ from logic error? Give an example.  

5. Define quality assurance. Discuss the factors that affect the quality of a system.  

6. What is implementation? How it is differ from conversion?  

7. Distinguish between parallel processing and system processing  

8. What is the role of audit control trail in conversion?  

9. What is the main procedure of software selection?  

10. Write important steps for hardware selection.  

11. What is the role of consultant?  

12. What is evaluation and validation?  

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. Write short note on –(a)System testing (b)Quality assurance  

2. What level of quality assurance must a system meet? Explain  

3. Explain the procedure of post implementation review.  

4. Elaborate the steps of maintenance procedure.  

5. Describe the steps of software maintenance.  

6. Differentiate maintenance and enhancement.  

7. Write down the procedures for financial consideration in selection of software.  

8. What is software? List out the steps of criteria for selection of software.  

9. Write short note on vendor collection.  

10. Explain the art of negotiation.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. What is error? Explain types of error. Also describe the importance of testing.  

2. What are the factors must be considered prior to system selection? Explain.  

3. Differentiate:  

a) Reliability and security  

b) Performance and serviceability  

c) Functionality and Flexibility  

4. In what way is computer negotiating an art? Explain.  

5. How is computer industry classified? Explain.  

6. Explain the following terms:  

a) Implementation  

b) User training  
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c) Documentation  

d) Change agent  

 

4T2- BUSINESS LAWS 

 

 

4T3 – CORE JAVA  

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks) 

UNIT – I 

1. What is JAVA?  

2. Define Applet.  

3. Define SDK and JDK 

4. Write down the syntax of main() method in JAVA.  

5. Write down different types of comments in JAVA.  

6. What is the use of System.out.println()?  

7. What is variable?  

8. Define instance variable.  

9. Write down any two rules of declaring variable.  

10. Write down the purpose of print ln() method.  

11. What is the use of java.io. Buffered Reader?  

12. Write down any two decision making statements in JAVA.  

13. Define String class.  

14. Write down the purpose of length().  

15. What is random number?  

16. What is the use of java.util.Random class?  

17. Write down any two decision making statements in Java.  

18. Write down the syntax of creating a one dimensional array.  

19. Write down the syntax of creating atwo dimensional array.  

20. What is the purpose of fortune teller project?  

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. What is loop?  

2. What do you mean by nested loop?  

3. Define exception.  

4. Why exception occurs?  

5. How we can declare a class in JAVA?  

6. Define member variable.  

7. Write down the syntax of method declaration.  

8. Define parameter.  

9. Define method overloading  

10. Define static method.  

11. Define method overriding  
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12. What is component?  

13. What is event?  

14. Define component.  

15. What is the use of jawa. awt package?  

16. What is the purpose of Text Area?  

17. What is the use of Graphics Class?  

18. Write down the purpose of Checkbox component?  

19. Write down the purpose of Choice component?  

20. Write down the purpose of Text Field component?  

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. Write down the purpose of layout manager.  

 

2. What is the default direction of Flow Layout ?  

 

3. What is the use of Grid Layout?  

 

4. Write down two constructors of Border Layout.  

 

5. What is the use of Grid Bag Layout?  

 

6. What is the use of Card Layout?  

 

7. What is Event?  

 

8. What is Event source?  

 

9. When Mouse Event is generated?  

 

10. Write down any two types of Window Event.  

 

11. Define applet.  

 

12. What is Applet Class?  

 

13. Write down different methods used in Applet.  

 

14. What is the use of paint()?  

 

15. What is the use of <param>tag?  

 

16. Write down the syntax of draw Image() method.  

 

17. What is the use of get Image() method?  

 

18. What is URL?  
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19. What is the purpose of get Audio Clip()?  

 

20. What is the use of show Status() method?  

 

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. What is the purpose of Graphics Class?  

 

2. Write down the syntax of draw Line method.  

 

3. Write down the syntax of draw Rect method.  

 

4. Write down the syntax of draw Round Rect method.  

 

5. Write down the syntax of draw3DRect method.  

 

6. Write down the name of methods used to draw and fill oval.  

 

7. What is the purpose of drawstring method?  

 

8. What is the use of Font Metrics class?  

 

9. Write two methods used in Block class.  

 

10. Define inner class.  

 

11. Write down the purpose of File Reader class.  

 

12. Write down the purpose of File Writer class.  

 

13. What is the use of create Block() method in block game application.  

 

14. What is the purpose of Mine Patrol Game?  

 

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. Explain any two reasons to learn Java.  

 

2. Why Java is distributed programming language?  

 

3. Explain any two characteristics of Java.  

 

4. How to compile program in Java.  

 

5. How to run program in Java.  
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6. Explain each term in pubic static void main(String args[]).  

 

7. Differentiate single line comment and multi-line comment.  

 

8. Define instance variable and class variable.  

 

9. Write down the purpose of print() and println() method.  

 

10. Explain conditional operator with example.  

 

11. Explain any three string methods in Java.  

 

12. Explain any three methods of java.util. Random class.  

 

13. Explain any three methods of Math class.  

 

14. How to assign memory locations to array? Explain.  

 

15. Write a simple program to demonstrate if statement in Java.  

 

16. How to generate larger than 1 value using random method?  

 

17. Write down syntax and purpose of next Int() method.  

 

18. Explain operator precedence.  

 

19. Write down the purpose of Fortune Teller program.  

 

20. Write down the purpose of java.io.* package.  

 

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. What do you mean by counting backwards?  

 

2. Explain the syntax of while loop.  

 

3. Why an exception occurs?  

 

4. Explain any three types of exception.  

 

5. Define the term ‘try’, ‘catch’ and ‘throw’  

 

6. Explain the purpose of number guesser project.  

 

7. Explain field modifier.  
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8. Explain syntax of method declaration.  

 

9. How to create an object in Java?  

 

10. Define the term method overloading.  

 

11. Explain static method.  

 

12. Define the term method overriding.  

 

13. Write down the purpose of any three component methods.  

 

14. Write down the purpose of any three graphics class methods.  

 

15. Explain any two constructors of Frame class.  

 

16. Explain any two methods of Label Component.  

 

17. Explain any two methods of Text Field Component.  

 

18. Explain any two methods of List Component.  

 

19. Explain any two methods of Menu Component.  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. Explain Layout manager.  

 

2. Explain any two constructors of Flow Layout manager.  

 

3. What is the purpose of Grid Layout component? Write down any one constructor of Grid Layout.  

 

4. Write down the purpose of any three constants of Border Layout  

 

5. Write down the purpose of Card Layout manager and write down its constructor  

 

6. Explain event source.  

 

7. Write down any three constructors of Action Event  

 

8. Write down any three constructors of Window Event.  

 

9. Write down any three constructors of Focus Event.  

 

10. Explain any two methods in Mouse Event  
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11. Describe any two methods of Applet class.  

 

12. Write down the purpose of CODE, WIDTH and CODEBASE attributes used in applet.  

 

13. Describe any three tags used in applet.  

 

14. Explain any two applet methods.  

 

15. Explain the purpose of <param> tag  

 

16. How to play sound file in applet?  

 

17. Write down the purpose of show Status method?  

 

18. Write down the purpose and syntax of draw Image method.  

 

19. Write down the purpose and syntax of get Image method.  

 

20. Explain the purpose of Quiz Show project.  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. Explain Graphics class.  

 

2. Write down the syntax and purpose of draw Line method.  

 

3. Write down any three methods used to draw rectangle.  

 

4. How to draw and fill 3D rectangle?  

 

5. Write down the syntax and purpose of draw Polygon and fill Polygon method.  

 

6. Explain any three methods of Font class.  

 

7. Explain any three methods of Font Metrics class.  

 

8. Write down the syntax and purpose of draw Image method.  

 

9. Explain any two constructor of Color class  

 

10. Write down any three Block Grid methods.  

 

11. Write down the purpose of Play Area Event class  

 

12. Write down different methods used to read and write file.  

 

13. Which methods are used to keeping score in Block game?  
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14. Explain Swing package.  

 

15. Write down step for creating our Lightweight Components.  

 

16. Write down any three tags used in java doc utility  

 

17. Write down any three Mine Cell Listner interface  

 

18. How to test Mine Cell class.  

 

19. List the events generated by Mine Field Event class.  

 

20. What is the purpose of Mine Patrol application.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. What is Java? Why learn Java?  

 

2. Write procedure for installing and setting up the Java SDK on window.  

 

3. Explain the structure of Java program.  

 

4. What is comment? Explain different types of comments in Java.  

 

5. Write down the syntax of main() method and explain each keyword in the syntax.  

 

6. Explain print() and println() method.  

 

7. What is operator? Explain increment and decrement operators with example.  

 

8. Explain Hello Web Applet.  

 

9. Write down stepwise procedure to running the Applet.  

 

10. What is variable? Explain scope of variable.  

 

11. Describe built-in data types in Java.  

 

12. Explain any two I/O classes with example.  

 

13. What is string? Write down syntax and purpose of any two string methods.  

 

14. What is the purpose of java.util.Random Class? Write down syntax and purpose of any two methods of 
Random class.  

 

15. Write down the purpose of any five methods of Math Class.  
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16. How to specify a range in random numbers? Explain.  

 

17. Explain if statement with its syntax and example.  

 

18. What is array? How to declare and initialize an array?  

 

19. Define one –dimensional array. Write a program to find average of 5 elements of an array.  

 

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. What is loop? Explain for loop in detail.  

 

2. How for loop is use in counting backward? Explain with example.  

 

3. Explain nested for loop with example.  

 

4. What is exception? Explain any four exception types.  

 

5. Explain try/catch/finally block.  

 

6. Define method. Write down its syntax and example.  

 

7. How to access member variables and methods in Java.  

 

8. Discuss method overloading with example.  

 

9. Discuss static method with example.  

 

10. What is inheritance? Explain single inheritance with example.  

 

11. What is inheritance? Explain multilevel inheritance with example.  

 

12. Discuss method overriding with example.  

 

13. Define Frame class. Explain Useless Frame application.  

 

14. Explain Label component in detail.  

 

15. Explain Button component in detail.  

 

16. Explain Text Field component in detail.  

 

17. Explain Checkbox component in detail.  

 

18. Explain Popup Menu component in detail.  
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19. Explain Menu component in detail.  

 

20. Explain Choice component in detail.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. Explain the working of Advanced Mad Lib application  

 

2. What is Layout manager? Explain null layout manager with example.  

 

3. Describe Flow Layout in detail.  

 

4. Describe Grid Layout in detail.  

 

5. Describe Border Layout in detail.  

 

6. Explain any two methods of Card Layout class  

 

7. Explain constructors of Action Event  

 

8. Explain any five types of Window Event.  

 

9. Explain any five Mouse Event.  

 

10. Explain any five Adjustment Event.  

 

11. Describe Quiz Show applet.  

 

12. Differentiate Applet and Application.  

 

13. Explain any four methods of Applet Class.  

 

14. Explain any five HTML tags in applet.  

 

15. How to include applet in a web page? Explain.  

 

16. How to pass parameters to applet? Explain.  

 

17. Define applet. Explain stop() and destroy() method in applet.  

 

18. How to print status message? Explain.  

 

19. Explain procedure for playing sound file in applet.  

 

20. Explain procedure for loading and displaying in applet.  
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Part - C (Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. Explain method used to draw lines. Write down its syntax and explain it.  

 

2. Explain different methods used to draw and fill rectangle.  

 

3. Explain different methods used to draw and fill 3D rectangle.  

 

4. Explain different methods used to draw and fill oval.  

 

5. Explain any two methods used to draw and fill polygon.  

 

6. Explain draw Image() method.  

 

7. Write down purpose of any five Font Class methods.  

 

8. Write down purpose of any five Font Metrics Class methods.  

 

9. What is the purpose of Color Class? Explain any two constructors of Color class.  

 

10. Explain any two Block Class methods.  

 

11. Explain any five Block Grid methods.  

 

12. Explain Play Area Event class.  

 

13. Explain Play Area Listner interface.  

 

14. Explain inner class.  

 

15. Write down several steps for creating own Lightweight component.  

 

16. Explain abstract class.  

 

17. Explain java doc utility.  

 

18. Describe Mine Patrol application.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – I 

2. What is Java? Describe various characteristics of Java.  

 

3. Write down the procedure of installing and setting up the Java SDK on different Window platform.  

 

4. Describe the procedure of compiling and running Java program.  

 

5. Write down the structure of Java program. Explain it with suitable example.  
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6. Write down the program of Name Game Application and explain it.  

 

7. Describe various data types in Java.  

 

8. What is operator? Explain any three types of operator with example.  

 

9. What is operator precedence? Explain it with suitable example.  

 

10. What is the String? Write down syntax and purpose of any four string method.  

 

11. Discuss various packages used to get input from user.  

 

12. Explain switch statement with suitable example.  

 

13. What is array? How to create, initialized and assign memory locations to an array.  

 

14. What is the purpose of Math Class? Write down syntax and purpose of any four Math Class methods.  

 

15. Explain the concept of specifying a range to generate random number with suitable example.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – II 

1. Discuss the concept of counting forward and counting backward with loop using suitable example.  

 

2. Explain while loop and do-while loop with suitable example.  

 

3. Define loop. Explain the concept of nested for loops with proper example.  

 

4. What is Exception? Why Exception occurs? Write down different types of exception and its causes.  

 

5. Discuss try/catch/finally blocks with suitable example.  

 

6. Discuss method overloading and method overriding with suitable example.  

 

7. What is the purpose of access modifiers? Discuss various access modifiers in Java with example.  

 

8. What is method? Write down its syntax. Explain passing parameters to method with example.  

 

9. Discuss the concept of extending a class. Explain multilevel inheritance with proper example.  

 

10. Discuss the concept of extending a class. Explain single inheritance with proper example.  

 

11. What do you mean by Component? Write any eight methods and its purpose of Component.  

 

12. Define Frame class. Explain its constructors and two methods with example.  
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13. Discuss any two components with example.  

 

14. Define Graphic Class. Write down any four methods of Graphics class and its purpose.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – III 

1. Discuss Layout manager. Also explain null layout manager with example.  

 

2. Discuss Flow Layout with suitable example.  

 

3. Discuss Grid Layout with suitable example.  

 

4. Discuss Border Layout with suitable example.  

 

5. Discuss the concept of handling Item Event.  

 

6. Discuss the concept of handling Mouse Event.  

 

7. Explain different types of Window Event.  

 

8. Define Applet. Explain Applet skeleton in detail.  

 

9. What is the purpose of Applet class? Write down any four Applet Class methods and its purpose.  

 

10. How to pass parameters to Applet? Explain with example.  

 

11. What is applet? Discuss various applet methods.  

 

12. How to load and display image in Applet? Explain in detail.  

 

13. Explain the working of get Document Base() method and get Code Base() method.  

 

14. Write down syntax and purpose of following  

 

Draw String()  

 

paint()  

 

show Status()  

 

draw Image()  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks)  

UNIT – IV 

1. Explain Graphics class and its two methods with suitable example.  

 

2. Explain four different methods of Graphics class for drawing rectangle.  
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3. Explain different methods for drawing and filling 3D rectangle.  

 

4. Explain different methods for drawing and filling arcs.  

 

5. Describe following string methods  

 

drawstring()  

 

draw Chars()  

 

draw Bytes()  

 

6. Write down the purpose of Font class. Explain any four methods of Font Class  

 

7. Discuss various Block Class methods.  

 

8. Discuss any four Block Grid Methods.  

 

9. What is the purpose of Play Area class in Block game application? Also Explain  

 

Play Area Event class  

 

Play Are Listener Interface  

 

Firing Play Area Events.  

 

10. Define Color class and explain its various constructors in detail.  

 

11. Discuss the concept of inner class with suitable example.  

 

12. Explain the concept of reading and writing files in Java.  

 

13. Discuss  

 

Abstract class  

 

The javadoc utility  

 

14. Explain following  

 

The MineFieldEvent class  

 

The MineFieldListener interface  

 

The MineField class  
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4T4 – PHP / My SQL 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks) 

UNIT – I 

 

1. What is Echo Statement?  

2. What is Print Statement?  

3. What is HTTP Protocol?  

4. What is variable in PHP?  

5. What is # statement in PHP?  

6. What is <?php?  

7. What is action in form control?  

8. What is method in Form control?  

9. What is Server Page?  

10. What is Client page?  

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks) 

UNIT – II 

1. What is Form Control in PHP?  

2. What is Concatenating String in PHP?  

3. What is New Line Feed in PHP?  

4. What is decision making in PHP?  

5. What is crypt() in PHP?  

6. What is Strcmp() in PHP?  

7. What is strstr() in PHP?  

8. What is strops() in PHP?  

9. What is syntax of if.. else in PHP?  

10. What is asort() in PHP?  

11. What is ksort() in PHP?  

12. What is index array in PHP?   

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks) 

UNIT – III 

1. What is a CSS template?  

2. What is include in PHP?  

3. What is require in PHP?  

4. What is date function?  

5. What is constants?  

6. What is Y,y and n in date() function?  

7. What is cookies in PHP?  

8. What is session in PHP?  

9. What is function call in PHP?  

10. What is return statement in function?  
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Part - A (Each question carries Two marks) 

UNIT – IV 

1. What is file permission?  

2. What is fopen function?  

3. What is fread() function?  

4. What is fclose function?  

5. What is MySql?  

6. What is connect in MySql?  

7. What is use command in MySql?  

8. Write down the syntax of create database command.  

9. What is NULL in MySql?  

10. What is AUTO_INCREMENT in MySql?  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks) 

UNIT – I 

1. Differentiate between Print and Echo.  

2. How we give the comments in PHP?  

3. Write and explain PHP program syntax.  

4. How to create variable in PHP?  

5. What is GET method?  

6. What is POST method?  

7. What is debugging in PHP?  

8. How to send html to browser?  

9. Write Characteristics of PHP.  

10. What is PHP Parser?  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks) 

UNIT – II 

1. Write a PHP program to concatenate two strings.  

2. Explain any three string functions in PHP.  

3. Explain strtolower() and strtoupper().  

4. Write a note on if.. else statement?  

5. What is super global Variable?  

6. What is nested if..else statement?  

7. What is function in PHP?  

8. What is library function in PHP?  

9. What is empty() in PHP?  

10. What is associative array in PHP?  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks) 

UNIT – III 

1. Write a note on Template in PHP.  

2. Write a note on mail() function.  

3. How to set Cookies in PHP?  
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4. Write a note on delete session in PHP.  

5. Write a note on modify cookies in PHP.  

6. What is session variable in PHP.  

7. Write a note delete cookies.  

8. What is isset() function?  

9. What is session_start() function?  

10. What is htmlspecialchars() function?  

 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks) 

UNIT – IV 

1. What is GRANT Command?  

2. How to create database and table MySql?  

3. Write down mysql_connect() function in MySql?  

4. Write down mysql_query() function in MySql?  

5. Write down mysql_fetch_array() function MySql?  

6. Write down mysql_num_rows() function in MySql  

7. Write down the syntax and example insert command in MySql.  

8. Write down the syntax and example Update Command in MySql.  

9. Write down the syntax and example Date() function in MySql.  

10. Write down the syntax and example delete command in MySql.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks) 

UNIT – I 

1. Explain different types of variables in PHP.  

2. Explain form control in detail.  

3. Write a note Comments in PHP.  

4. Explain different Debugging steps in PHP.  

5. Differentiate between Server Pages and Client Pages.  

6. Explain comparison operators in PHP.  

7. Explain the syntax of PHP program. Write a program to find square of 2.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks) 

UNIT – II 

1. Explain any four String function with example.  

2. What is function? Explain user defined function with example.  

3. What is array? Explain associative array with example.  

4. Write a note on switch statement in PHP.  

5. Explain if.. else statement. Write a program to print all even numbers from 1 to 100.  

6. Explain for loop with example.  

7. Explain array_splice() in PHP with example.  

8. List and explain all sort functions in PHP.  

9. Explain isset() function with example.  

10. Explain any three super Global Variable with example.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks) 
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UNIT – III 

1. Explain date function with five formatting character.  

2. What is include statement explain with example.  

3. What is require statement explain with example.  

4. What is the difference between include and require statement.  

5. Explain any two validation function with example.  

6. How to send email in PHP? Explain with example.  

7. Explain manipulating HTTP header with example.  

8. Write note on cookies in PHP.  

9. Write a note on session in PHP.  

10. Write a note on $_SERVER['REQUEST_METHOD'].  

11. What is function in PHP? Explain User defined function with example.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks) 

UNIT – IV 

1. Explain How to insert values from table in MySql.  

2. Explain different data types in MySql.  

3. Explain How to delete values from table in MySql.  

4. Explain REVOKE command in MySql.  

5. Explain UPDATE Command in MySql.  

6. Explain mysql_fetch_array() function with example.  

7. What is foreign key? Explain in detail with example.  

8. How to get information about Database and Table? Explain.  

9. Explain REGEXP in MySql.  

10. Explain any three date function with example.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks) 

UNIT – I 

1. Write a note on PHP, Explain How PHP Works in detail.  

2. Explain in detail the role of Web Browser in detail.  

3. Explain GET and POST method in detail.  

4. What is Variable? Explain different types of variables.  

5. Explain super Global variable in PHP? Explain with example.  

6. What is manually sending data to a form? Explain with example.  

7. What is Validation? Explain Different types of validations in detail.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks) 

UNIT – II 

1. Explain in detail PHP Conditional Statement.  

2. Explain different LOOPS in PHP with example.  

3. What is array? Explain different types of array in detail with example.  

4. Explain Sorting of array in detail.  

5. Explain any five string functions with example.  

6. What is function in PHP? Explain different types of functions with example.  

7. Explain if…else statement in PHP with example.  
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8. Explain Switch statement with example.  

9. Explain Index array and Associative array in detail.  

10. Explain foreach loop in detail.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks) 

UNIT – III 

1. Explain date function with 10 formatting characters.  

2. Explain in detail cookies with example.  

3. Explain in detail session with example .  

4. What is function? Explain types of function in detail.  

5. How to create, modify, delete cookies in PHP? Explain.  

6. How to create ,modify, delete session in PHP? Explain.  

7. Explain in detail validation functions in PHP.  

8. Explain include and require functions in detail.  

9. What is call by value and call by reference? Explain with example.  

10. What is filter_var() function ? Write a program to validate email-id with proper message.  

 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks) 

UNIT – IV 

1. Explain MySql Privileges in detail.  

2. Write a note on MySql Error Handling.  

3. Explain any five date functions in MySql.  

4. What is Pattern Matching in MySql? Explain.  

5. How to Connect PHP with MySql? Explain.  

6. Explain the process of Creating Table, Deleting table in MySql.  

7. Explain any ten Data types in MySql with example.  

 

5T4 – COST AND MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING 

UNIT Q.No. Question 

I  INTRODUCTION  
 1 Define Cost Accounting ? 

 2 Explain the functions of Cost Accounting. 

 3 Give the advantages of Cost Accounting. 

 4 Explain the limitations of cost accounting. 

 5 Explain the objectives of cost accounting. 

 6 Explain the different methods costing. 

 7 What is Cost sheet? 

 8 Explain different elements of cost sheet. 

 9 What is tender or quotation. 

 10 Prepare the proforma of cost sheet. 

II  PROCESS COSTING & OPERATING COSTING 
 1 What is Process costing? 

 2 Bring out the distinction between Job costing & Process costing. 

 3 What do you mean by Normal Process loss? 
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 4 What do you mean by Abnormal Process loss? 

 5 What are Joint Product? 

 6 What are By-Product? 

 7 Discuss the inter-process profit. 

 8 Define operating Costing. 

 9 Mention the industries where operating costing is to be applied. 

 10 Draw the proforma cost sheet for transport company. 

III  MARGINAL COSTING 

 1 Define marginal costing. 

 2 Explain : Key factor, PV Ratio, Margin of Safety. 

 3 What is Break Even Point? 

 4 What are the uses of Break Even Analysis? 

 5 How is marginal costing useful in the decision making process of a firm? 

 6 What is meant by Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis? 

 7 What is  Angle of Incidence”? 

 8 Mention the assumptions underlying a break even chart. 

 9 What are the silent feature of marginal cost. 

 10 Write the formulae used in Break even analysis. 

IV  BUDGET & BUDGETORY CONTROL 
 1 What is budget & Budgetary control? 

 2 State the objectives of Budgetary control. 

 3 Discuss various advantages of budgetary control. 

 4 Discuss essentials for the success of budgetary control. 

 5 What is Master Budget? 

 6 Explain the different types of Budgets. 

 7 What is Flexible Budget? 

 8 Explain the advantages of  flexible budget. 

 9 What is cash budget? 

 10 What are the advantages of cash budget? 
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QUESTION BANK 

CLASS- BCCA-VI SEM 

 

6T1 – C#.NET 

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks) 

UNIT – I 

1. What is C#?  

2. Write any two characteristics of C#?  

3. What is namespace?  

4. What is command line argument?  

5. What is datatype?  

6. What is variable?  

7. What is operator?  

8. Define arithmetic operator.  

9. What do you mean by conditional operator?  

10. Write a note on Assignment operator.  

11. What is CLR? 

UNIT – II 

1. What is if-else statement?  

2. What is switch statement?  

3. What is for each statement?  

4. What do you mean by array?  

5. What is String?  

6. What is Array Class?  

7. What is argument?  

8. What is parameter?  

9. What is else if ladder?  

10. What is method overloading?  

11. Enlist various types of operator 

UNIT – III 

1. What is structure?  

2. What is enumeration?  

3. What is class?  

4. What is object?  

5. What is construction?  

6. What is copy constructor?  

7. What is inheritance?  

8. What is polymorphism?  

9. What is method overriding?  

10. What is abstract method? 

UNIT – IV 
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1. What is interface?  

2. What is abstract class?  

3. What is debugging?  

4. What is error?  

5. What is unary operator?  

6. What is exception handling?  

7. What is catch statement?  

8. What is the use of finally keyboard?  

9. What are the types of exception?  

10. Write a note on explicit interface 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks) 

UNIT – I 

1. What are the applications of C#?  

2. What is user interface?  

3. What is the benefit of .Net Technology?  

4. What is compile time error?  

5. Explain various data type of C#.  

6. What is value type and reference type?  

7. What is relational operator?  

8. Write a note on bitwise operator.  

9. What are increment and decrement operator.  

10. What is boxing and unboxing? 

UNIT – II 

1. What is method?  

2. What do you mean by two dimension array?  

3. Write note on array list class.  

4. Write a note on nesting of method.  

5. Differentiate between while and do while loop.  

6. What is for loop?  

7. How to create array? Explain with example.  

8. What is system? Array class  

9. What is string comparison method?  

10. How to declare method in C# ? Explain with example. 

UNIT – III 

1. What is nested structure?  

2. What are the basic principles of oops?  

3. How to add variable and methods in class?  

4. What is construction overloading?  

5. What is destructor?  

6. What is the use of abstract class?  

7. What are sealed methods?  

8. Explain polymorphism  

9. What is copy constructor?  

10. Explain types of inheritance. 

UNIT – IV 
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1. Define interface with example.  

2. How to implement interface in C#?  

3. What do you mean by interface?  

4. What is the need of operator overloading?  

5. What is the use of operator overloading?  

6. How to catch multiple exceptions?  

7. What is the use of finally statement?  

8. Explain various types of errors  

9. Give syntax for exception handling code.  

10. Enlist over-loadable operators. 

Part - C(Each question carries Five marks)  

UNIT – I 

1. Differentiate between C# and C+.  

2. Differentiate between java and C#.  

3. Write a short note on type conversion.  

4. Write any five applications of C#.  

5. Write a note on write line method.  

6. Explain scope of variable.  

7. What do you mean by special operator in C#.?  

8. Explain Mathematic Functions in detail.  

9. Write a note on types of variable.  

10. What is operator precedence?  

11. What is a literal? Explain with example.  

12. Write a program to demonstrate boxing and unboxing. 

UNIT – II 

1. Write a note on decision making statement.  

2. Differentiate between pass by value and pass by reference.  

3. What do you mean by method overloading?  

4. What is array of string?  

5. What is while loop explain with example.  

6. Explain for loop with example.  

7. Explain main method in detail.  

8. Explain switch statement with example.  

9. How to create array in C#.  

10. Write a note on string method.  

11. Write a program to find the sum of digit of a number. 

UNIT – III 

1. Differentiate between class and stunts.  

2. Differentiate between class and object.  

3. What is inheritance and explain types of inheritance.  

4. How to define subclass?  

5. Explain Method overriding with example.  

6. Explain types of constructor.  

7. What is member access modifiers?  

8. Explain any three principles of OOPS.  
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9. What is multilevel inheritance?  

10. Write a short note on “This reference”. 

UNIT – IV 

1. Differentiate between interface and inheritance  

2. Differentiate between abstract class and interface.  

3. Explain operator overloading with example.  

4. Explain various types of exception.  

5. Write a note on nested try block.  

6. How to throw our own exception.  

7. How to handle multiple exceptions.  

8. What is general catch handler?  

9. What is the use of interface?  

10. What is binary operator overloading? 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks) 

UNIT – I 

1. Define C# and explain program structure of C#.  

2. What is operator? Explain various types of operator in C#.  

3. Explain various mathematical functions with example.  

4. Explain boxing and unboxing with example.  

5. Explain various datatype of C# with example.  

6. Explain the characteristics and application of C#.  

7. Explain the benefit of C# over C++ and java.  

8. Explain the .Net Framework. 

UNIT – II 

1. What do you mean by array? Explain the procedure to create array with example.  

2. Explain types of loop with syntax and example.  

3. What do you mean by method? Explain method overloading in detail.  

4. Explain string manipulation methods in detail  

5. Explain decision making in detail.  

6. What is method overloading explain its syntax with example.  

7. Explain main method in detail.  

8. How to declare method and explain the procedure to pass parameter into method.  

9. Write a program to sort elements of array 

UNIT – III 

1. What is OOP? Explain its basic principle in detail.  

2. What is constructor? Explain types of constructor and how to overload constructor?  

3. What is inheritance? Explain various types of inheritance in detail.  

4. What is polymorphism? Explain with example.  

5. What is method overriding? Explain with example.  

6. How to define subclass and subclass constructor? Explain with example.  

7. How to declare class and object? Explain with example.  

8. Explain class structure and enumeration with example.  

9. Develop a C#.Net console application to implement the concept of interface. 

UNIT – IV 

1. What is interface? How to implement it?  
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2. What is operator overloading? Explain with example.  

3. What is exception handling? Give syntax for exception handling.  

4. Explain the use of try, catch and finally.  

5. Explain the process of throwing own exception.  

6. Explain checked and unchecked operators with example.  

7. What is error? Explain debugging in detail.  

8. How to overload binary operator? Explain with example.  

9. Develop a C#.Net console application to implement the concept of operator overloading. 

6T2 - PYTHON 

 

Part - A (Each question carries Two marks) 

UNIT – I 

1. What is Python?  

2. What is comment? Give an example.  

3. What are the supported data types in Python?  

4. List any 8 keywords of python.  

5. Define lists in Python.  

6. What is negative index in Python?  

7. How you can convert a number to a string?  

8. What are the built-in types available in Python?  

9. What is a string in Python?  

10. What is keyword? List any 4 keywords in Python.  

11. What is Assignment operator in Python? Give example.  

12. How will you print multiple fields using print()?  

13. What is the role of ** operator in Python.  

14. Write down the syntax of while loop.  

15. Write down the syntax of for loop. 

UNIT – II 

1. Define Errors and Exceptions in Python programs?  

2. What is mean by default values in function? Explain  

3. What is the purpose of module in python?  

4. How will you make available the stored procedure of module xyz into your program?  

5. How will you call the methods of given module without specifying dot-suffix their name?  

6. How will you see python version on >>> prompt?  

7. Define datetime module.  

8. What is the purpose of today() method?  

9. What is the purpose of getattr() method?  

10. What is the purpose of decimal function?  

11. What is the purpose of „re‟ module?  

12. How will you see the keyword list in python >>> prompt? 

UNIT – III 

1. What is an acronym for ASCII?  

2. What is class?  

3. What is mean by class attribute?  

4. How can class members be referenced?  
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5. Define encapsulation.  

6. What is polymorphism?  

7. What is inheritance?  

8. How will you declare a class in python?  

9. What is instance variable in python?  

10. What is class variable? 

UNIT – IV 

1. What is purpose of image_create() method?  

2. What is the purpose of create_image() method?  

3. Which methods are used to add widget to an GUI application.  

4. What is purpose of range() function.  

5. What is the role of sample() method.  

6. What statement you will write to prevent the user from resizing the window at runtime?  

7. What statement you will write to specify text to appear on the face of the Button widget.  

8. What are the states of the button recognized by tkinter?  

9. What is the role of cgimodule?  

10. What is the role of enctype attribute? 

Part - B (Each question carries Three marks) 

UNIT – I 

1. What are the built-in type does python provides?  

2. What is keyword? List any 8 keywords of python.  

3. What are tuples in Python?  

4. How will you take the prompt input from user?  

5. Write down the syntax of if else in python?  

6. What is slicing in Python?  

7. How can you share global variables across modules?  

8. What is the purpose of // operator?  

9. Mention the use of // operator in Python?  

10. What is floor division? Give example  

11. Mention the use of the split function in Python?  

12. What is the purpose of ** operator?  

13. How do you write a conditional expression in Python?  

14. How will you create a dictionary in python?  

15. Define the term pickling and un-pickling?  

16. Describe logical operators with example?  

17. Write the syntax of loops in python. 

UNIT – II 

1. Write syntax for creating custom function in python.  

2. How will you specify a default value for an argument in the function definition?  

3. How will you override default values in custom function?  

4. Describe variable scope in python  

5. What is the purpose of yield keyword in python?  

6. What is the purpose of try block?  

7. What is the purpose of finally block?  

8. How will you display the list of python keywords?  
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9. Write a program to print current day, month and year.  

10. Define any three built-in exceptions.  

11. What is mean by lambda expression?  

12. What is the purpose of „pass‟ keyword? 

UNIT – III 

1. What is the purpose of encode() and decode() method.  

2. How will you add, update or delete an attribute of class instance without using in-built functions.  

3. What in-built functions are used to add, modify or remove an attribute of an instance?  

4. Define method overriding.  

5. What is DocString?  

6. What is the purpose of built-in dir() function.  

7. Explain file opening modes in Python.  

8. Describe the file object properties.  

9. What is the role of __init__() method.  

10. What are the contents of __builtins__ modules? 

UNIT – IV 

1. What is the limitation of GET method.  

2. What are the advantages of POST method?  

3. What is the purpose of FieldStorage() constructor?  

4. What is the role of mainloop() method?  

5. What is purpose of Entry() constructor?  

6. What is purpose of Frame() constructor?  

7. List any 6 methods used for showing buttons message.  

8. Describe radio button constructor.  

9. What are the arguments of Checkbutton() constructor in python.  

10. What is the purpose of path.basename() method. 

Part - C (Each question carries Five marks) 

UNIT – I 

1. What is Python? What are the benefits of using Python?  

2. How will you execute python program (script) on windows platform?  

3. Write down important features of python.  

4. Describe any five list methods.  

5. What is module and package in Python?  

6. What is the difference between tuples and lists in Python?  

7. What is conditional expression in Python? Explain with example.  

8. How will you define alternative separator for multiple fields in print()?Give example.  

9. Explain three types of errors that can occur in python.  

10. Explain bitwise operators of python.  

11. What is list? Explain with example.  

12. Explain break and continue with example.  

13. What is set? Explain with methods. 

UNIT – II 

1. How will you create custom function in python? Explain with example  

2. Write a program that will return factorial of given number.  

3. Write a custom function to input any 3 numbers and find out the largest on  
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4. Write a custom function to calculate x raise to power y.  

5. What is mean by lambda expression? Explain  

6. Write a program to generate Fibonacci series using yield keyword.  

7. How will you invoke inbuilt exception explicitly? Explain with example  

8. What is the difference between assert and exception.  

9. What is function? Describe any four mathematical functions in Python.  

10. How will you generate random numbers? Explain with example  

11. List the date time directives with meaning.  

12. Write a program to generate numbers from 10 to 1 at the intervals of 1 second.  

13. Explain the meta characters used for pattern matching with example. 

UNIT – III 

1. Describe various operators available for string manipulation.  

2. List different meta characters with meaning and example.  

3. What are the ways to add, update or delete an attribute of class instance.  

4. Write a program to display class dictionary attributes.  

5. What is the purpose of dump() and load() method in Python.  

6. Describe any 5 string methods.  

7. How will you print the Unicode name of each character of string?  

8. Explain seek() and tell() function with example.  

9. Describe readable() and writable() method in python.  

10. Explain read() and write() method in python. 

UNIT – IV 

1. Create a new HTML document containing a form with two text fields and a submit button.  

2. Write a program to create entry widget in python.  

3. Write a program to create list box in python.  

4. Write a program to demonstrate click event of button.  

5. Write a program to generate random number in the range of 1 to 10.  

6. Create a new HTML document containing a form with a text area field and a submit button.  

7. Create a new HTML document containing a form with one group of three radio buttons and a submit 

button.  

8. Create a new HTML document containing a form with a drop-down options list and a submit button.  

9. Describe three geometry manager methods.  

10. Describe five arguments to a Checkbutton() constructor 

Part - C (Each question carries Ten marks) 

UNIT – I 

1. How will you install python on window?  

2. How will you install python on Linux?  

3. Define any 10 methods used for manipulating List.  

4. What is the difference between while and for loop? Explain.  

5. What is module and package in Python? Explain with example  

6. How python interpreter can be used to perform different arithmetic calculation? explain  

7. Explain various types of operators in python.  

8. What is type casting? Explain in detail  

9. What binary operators of python.  

10. What is list, tuple,set and dictionary. Explain with example 
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UNIT – II 

1. What is generator? Explain with example.  

2. What is the difference between pass and continue? Explain with example.  

3. What is exception handling? Explain with example.  

4. What is the role of assert keyword? Explain with example.  

5. What is mean by module? Explain with example.  

6. How to calculate decimal? Explain with example.  

7. Write a program to check whether email address entered by the user is valid or not.  

8. What is role of yield keyword? Write a program to generate Fibonacci series using yield keyword.  

9. What is the role of lambda? Explain with example  

10. How can you interrogate the system? Explain 

UNIT – III 

1. Define any 10 string modification methods.  

2. What is pickling and unpickling? Explain with example.  

3. What is inheritance? Explain with example.  

4. What is mean by method overriding? Explain with example.  

5. What is polymorphism? Explain with example.  

6. Explain the garbage collection system of python with example.  

7. Write a program to demonstrate write and read file operation.  

8. Describe any five file handling methods.  

9. Write short note on string formatting in python.  

10. Write short note on converting string in python. 

UNIT – IV 

1. Explain with example how web server respond to the values passed through web browser.  

2. Describe various options available for command button in python.  

3. What is radio button? Explain with example.  

4. How will you upload a file on to the web server? Explain with example.  

5. Write a program to generate unique random number in the range of 1 to 50.  

6. Write a program to generate three check boxes and submit button.  

7. Write a program to add image to the label.  

8. What is list box? Describe various options/properties of list box in python.  

9. What is message box? Explain with example.  

10. Describe various options of button widget. 

 

 

6T3 – ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT 

UNIT Q.No. Question Marks 

I  Entrepreneur & Entrepreneurship  

 1 Who is an Entrepreneur ? 8 

 2 Describe the Characteristics of  Entrepreneur. 8 

 3 What are the different types of Entrepreneurs? 8 

 4 Mention the qualities of Entrepreneurs? 8 

 5 Differentiate between Entrepreneur and a manager. 8 
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 6 Discuss the growth of Entrepreneurship in India. 8 

 7 Define Entrepreneurship. 8 

 8 Describe the probles and barriers of Entrepreneurship. 8 

 9 Who are intrapreneurs? 8 

 10 Mention the keys to foster intrapreneurship. 8 

II  UNDERSTANDING  ENTREPRENEURIAL GROWTH  

 1 What is Entrepreneurial growth? 8 

 2 Discuss the role of Entrepreneurial growth. 8 

 3 Discuss the economic and non-economic factors affecting 

Entrepreneurial growth. 

8 

 4 What are Entrepreneurial programmes? 8 

 5 Give the meaning of Entrepreneurial competencies. 8 

 6 Highlight the need of EDP‟s. 8 

 7 Discuss the problems in EDP‟s 8 

 8 Mention the courses content of EDP‟s. 8 

 9 Give the government action in Entrepreneurial growth. 8 

 10 Discuss the phases of Entrepreneurial programmes. 8 

 11 Discuss the basis of evaluation of EDP‟s 8 

III  SMALL ENTERPRISES AND PROJECTS  

 1 Define SSI . Discuss their role in India. 8 

 2 Discuss the objectives and scope of SSI. 8 

 3 Give the meaning of projects. 8 

 4 Highlight the criteria for selecting projects. 8 

 5 What is project identification &selection. 8 

 6 Give the concept of project appraisal. 8 

 7 Discuss the methods of project appraisal. 8 

 8 What is technical feasibility? 8 

 9 What is project report?. 8 

 10 Give the content of a project report. 8 

IV  INSTITUTIONAL AND FINANCIAL SUPPORTS TO 

ENTREPRENEURS 

 

 1 Write a note on institutional support to Entrepreneurs. 8 

 2 Write a note on various institutions supporting Entrepreneurship. 8 

 3 What is MIDC with its role. 8 

 4 Give the description on MSME. 8 

 5 What is MCED? 8 

 6 What is DIC ? 8 

 7 Highlight the schemes of DIC. 8 

 8 Give the description on BIFR. 8 

 9 State the functions of SIDBI. 8 

 10 What are commercial banks with its role ? 8 

 11 Give the description on Venture Capital. 8 

 


